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IN PARLIAMENT

Panama jDocumeis Arc Ususual Gorgeous Cere- Transmitted by Presmonial Observed in
ident to Hoise.
the Procession.
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LABOR ROMANCE IN ENGLAND'S PARLIAMENT
SPECIAL INTERESTS THAT HAVE
FATTENED HERETOFORE, WILL
HAVE TO SIT BACK FOR THE
WORKING
MEN WITH THEIR
SIXTY ONE SEATS.
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DIVORCE TOPIC

RAILWAYS STILL

OF DISCUSSION

IT

Pennypacker's Congress
Has Assembled in

i

London. February 19. A new no
leal parly directly chosen from Hie
workingmen of Great Britain, and unother party in any of the
COMMERCE COMMISSION
IS ALSO IN HOUSE OF LORDS like anyparliaments,
world's
has como to the
front In the general elections In the
United Kingdom. In
of
After Oil Transportation From Gay Uniforms, Official Cos commons It has sixty-on- the house
members,
lit

Washington.
UNIFORMITY
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SEEK MERGERS
All Former

Efforts Put
Far in Background by
New Proposal.

DEMANDED FOUR LINES

TO MAKE TWO

mi

e

Kansas ant' Indian
Territory.
PURE

FOOD

tumcs and

Representatives.

BIMPS STATEHOOD

NO SURPRISt

Washington, O. C, Feb. 19. The
louse today passed the bill to prohibit gambling in the territories. Its.
consideration resulted in a. sharp
flash, between Delegate Mark Smith,
of Arizona and Congressman

IN

Present Laxity in Many Places Smaller Merger Is
Proposed
Is Confessedly Harmful
of Railway and City

'r

ed

KING'S

THE ENGLISH HOUSE OF PARLIAMENT.
SPLtCH

London, Feb.
The first session
of the second parliament of the reign
jbdwaid
VII and the twenty
of King
seventh of the United Kingdom, was
opened this afternoon by the king
bince nis majesty ascended
the
throne he has personally opened each
or tne six sessions of parliament, ad
ding much to that most ceremonious
occasion.
Today's event has added
interest In that It. Is the first
new partliument to be opened by the
king, but niore particularly because
of the great change that has come
over the personnel of the House of
Commons, as a result of the recent
general elections.
The pageant was much like those
that have gone before, somewhat de
tracted from by the absence of the
queen, who is at. Copenhagen, where
she went to attend the funeral ofTier
father, King Christian, and the Prince
and Princess of Walesa who are in
India, and who in the past have pro
ceeded the king and queen to West
minister, giving additional color to
the show. There was no diminution
however, in the size of the crowds
that turned out to witness the pro
cession and show their loyalty to the
sovereign. The quadrangle on which"
Buckingham Palace faces and all the
open spaces in the vicinity were
crowded with people, while the Mall
which skirts St. James' Park, the
Horse Guards' Parade, Whitehall and
Parliament streets and Old Palace
Yard, were lined by thousands, who
cheered more heartily than ever as
tne gold crusted state coach, drawn
by
eight
beautifully caparisoned
cream horses, passed at a slow walk
ine line of the procession was
flanked by the Foot Guards and tho
police, not for protection, but as a
part of the ceremony, while a sover
eign's escort of the Household Cav
airy, in addition to a detachment of
the Yoemeu of the Guard, adted as a
bodyguard. The state coach was pre
ceded by six state carriages, occupied
ly the ladies and gentlemen of the

tap

Every

groups; twenty-ftradical 'members
twenty labor representation socialists,
PROGRAM OF ENGLISH LA- nine labor representation
unionists
BOR.
and seven Fabians. There Is no sal
ary paid to members of tho British
Pensions
for the aged' poor.
parliament, and those labor members
Protection
for the trades
who are compelled to give tin their
unions.
trade to attend to their legislative
right
The
VlT
to nickel
unties, are given salaries by their 1
Meals for children J&i&tongU
'
jf0
t school.
State Insurance ngast unem- -

rXjtSV

19.

y

Way.

Traction Company.
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PROBABLY
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Washington, D. C, Feb. 19.
New York. Feb. 19. For RAvml
s the day for the formal openingTtns
of days It was rumored In well Informed.
the Divorce congress which was tailed
by Governor Samuel W. Pennypacker uuanciai circles that a gigantic raila-mc-rg- er
would soon be formed, whlcH
or Pennsylvania, to consider th prob-ewould tut all former

OTHER

CONFERENCES

SMALL LINE RUNNING TO CANADA

of uniforming the divorce la,wg of formed In
the shadows. Today more
the different states of the union.'.. The definite
information regarding the prodelegates or commissioners appointed posed merger
Reductions of military expend!
was ohtainoH . f mm m
by the governors of the
tures.
different well informed and thoroughly VelIaUe
states,
or,
at leaat a. great ninny of source. According to the informatlon-thtiA fund for the reclamation of
dent Roosevelt today transmitted to
them, assembled here last week-ana waste land.
congress the report of the board of
obtained the scheme means the
held
a
number of preliminary consul- consolidation
Temperance reform,
consulting engineers upon the Panof tne Northern JPnrlflrt
tations, in which they exchanged their and
Eight hours for all workers.
A famous labor M. P., who was for
ama canaJ, together with the letter
the Chicago, Milwaukee ' & St
A minimum
of Secretary Taft, the report of the
merly a cooper.
living wage In t views on the subject and comnamH taui and the Great Northern and tha
notes in regard to the cY.orce laws ourungton
swei-snoIsthmian canal commission, and a letindustries.
into two great transcon
nearly 10 per cent of the total
ueouce or suppress
er w ritten by Chief Knglneer Stevens
public ? in force In tnelr respective states.
tinental lines. K also means an AtSouth
Carolina
is
houses.
only
the
not
state
tempt
ine report was a bulky document,
to shut out the Harriman Inter,
j represented by commissioners. The
It is not like the socialist partv that
consisting of 101 large printed pages.
ests
the Pacific coast, and a desreason given by the governor of that perateon fight
is strongly represented in the various
Hi trie president's letter, he says:
between the four Hnea
parliament. It will insist on oonaid owe tor not appointing commissionlegislatures of the rest of Europe. It
"The secretary of war recommends
and the Harriman lines.
eratlon being given at once to the ers to the conference was, that such mentioned
has gono to Westminster simply to
a lock canal system pursuant to the
If successfully carried out, the plan
most important of its measures. Its appointment would bo unnecessary, as
look after the interests of labor, and
recommendation of a minority of the
would mean the forNation of ,wo ui
act
nrst
the
will
state
be
to
poof
strengthen
South
aCrolIn
does
the
not
intend to bother itself with
the greatest railroad systems In the
i vuiisuiuiig engineers ana a
sition of British trade unions. Accord ruivurue jaws.
trying to influence national leglsla,
majority of the canal commission.
world. The Great Northern, with its
ing
to
recent
a
Governor
Pennypacker.
of
decision
Brltthe
the
tion
nrlme
not directly Affecting the work$1 20,000 ,Q00 of Iron-o- re
After a careful study of the papers
lease, and th
courts,
mover
isn
an
of
employer
conference,
the
prop
ingmen
will
whose
nrosi.tA
of Great Britain.
submitted and a full and exhaustive
sale of rights to its own and Burling,
yl
iy
at
atimagea
is
by
the
formal
a
meetings
can
of
striker,
During
the
the 641 years the house of
ton stockholders amounting to
consideration of the whole subject, 1
bring an action against the trade union ence. He is by far the most confercommons has been in business, it has
promiconcur In this recommendation."
more will cement these two
in the labor parliamentary
Leader
to
which
nent
figure
the
of
belonged,
restriker
the
supcomerence
and
had an endless number of groups
aim,
roads into one vast double track sysamong its members looking after spe- movement. He came from a family cover the full amount cf tho damage. ported by the other representatives of tem to the coasL Tne
WILL INTERFERE WITH
Northern pa
Tho labor members of the bouse of
C. La Rile Munson ol cific, whose
STANDARD OIL MONOPOLY.
cial interests, ranging from ecclesias of fishermen.
stock la nrtnnllv wHh
commons
will
vviniamsport,
introduce
bill
a
Washington, D. C, Feb. 19. The inthat
Waltec George Smith $300 on the basis of
tical affairs to railways and breweries. tra-dunions, averaging $1,0(10 a year. win certainly bo nassed.
its earnings, may
aneclfionilv and Mllliam H. Staake of Philadel- easily devote
terstate commerce commission has
but never before has it had a compact The trade unions also pay the
$100,000,000 toward the
election
declaring
phia,
that
he
will
trade
unions
are
not
undoubtedly take the purchase of stock In the Chicago. Mil
ordered an investigation of railroad
party directly chosen from among the expenses of all the labor candidates
rates and practices of the railroad
laborers of the country, and pledged who could not find the money them- responsible for the acts of individual lead in the deliberations and riiacna. waukee & St. Paul, now
extending to
memhers.
or
Bions
companies engaged in the transporta
the conference.
to spend their parliamentary time in selves. This amounted ta $120,000 at
Pacific coast and practically paralA bill will
It Is expected that the conference the
Introduced I n nrnv Hp
tion of oil from Kansas and Indian
bettering the conditions cf working- - the recent elections.
lelling
the
Northern
working-meThe
ioi Biate pensions or a!out $2 a week will lead to important Tesults and will. cago, Milwaukee & Pacific. The Chi
Territory to Interstate destinations, a
men in practical ways. Among the
raised their election funds by ai ta every
St. Paul will find
needy English man or woman eventually bring about creater .nt.
hearing to be held at Kansas City
are thirteen miners, extra tax on themselves, and thev
it more convenient at points along
aliove G5 years of age. w'no can hw loimity in tne divorcs laws of tue
on March 12.
'"-lu'the
ve
pay
imuua,
route to use the Northern Pacific
"",ucarpenters,
me salaries of their repre-fou- that his or her life has been spent in- iinuicru, win
states. The present condition
three grocers, two en- - sontatives by a special ta.x
Indeed, conferences have alabout uu.Mnuusiy,
is so perplexing and undesirable, thnt tracks.
PURE FOOD BILL IS
gineers, stone cutters and bricklayers, four cents a vear. levied on of
ready
been held between tho official
all irario
The liberal government U cvmnn, every improvement will be warmly of
AHEAD OF STATEHOOD.
one farm hand, railway brakeman. unionists.
the two roads to that end.
theatlcally Inclined toward the aims welcomed. Even In the states w'nere
Washington, D. C, Feb. 19. The
v
sailor, pilot, blacksmith and cooper.
Sleeves Rolled Ud
or tno labor party and will elv fa- there is the creates laxity In recard DELAWARE & HUDSON
senate discussed the pure food bill toMeeting
Expenses.
The labor party Is going to make vorable consideration to tb flpm.imla ta divorce
day, postponing the statehood bill unlaws, the people
begin
W,LL ALS0 REACH OUT.
The labor party Is divided into four I things num ia the coming session or or
me worklngmen's repreBentatives, ning to see the evils of theare xlstlnir
til after the food bill Is disposed of.
BUffalO. N. Y.. Fnh 1
Tho rw.lr.
conditions and clamor for a change. holders of the Delaware & Hudson
LONGWORTHS GO TO
Marriages contracted In one etate are company are holding a special meetCUBA FOR AWHILE.
uniawiui in another, tvh Ue' divorces ing here today for Jtha
COURT DECISIONS
WALKER SECURES
JOHN A. McCALL
of rot-in- g
Washington, D. C, Feb. 19. Mr.
obtained Jn one state are not renoe-on the proposition to Increase br
'and Mrs. Nicholas Ixmgworth will Household.
m omens, xna greatest difficulty $7,000,000 the capital stock "of the comPROBATE CLERKSHIP uizen
AND PROCEEDINGS
spend a portion of their honeymoon
HAS PASSED AWAY
this procession and the return
In uniforming the laws of the various pany to provide
for
retirement
In Cuba. They left for Tampa, Fla., journey from Westminster to Buck
states seem to be the neculiaritv of eventually of a nronosedtheIssua
of n
shortly after 11 o'clock this morning, ingham Palace is for the benefit of
existing
000,000
conditions
in
some
r
AND PROF. J. E. CLARK SUCCEEDS
of the
convertible
debenture
where they will take a boat for Ha- tne general public. The great spec
states
which
per
and
materially
four
differ
cent bonds. No ofllclal anBROTHER BOTULPH AS A MEM-BEvana, arriving There on Thursday taele is for the favored ones, who The Supreme Court Decides Former Chief of the Mutual
OF THE BOARD OF EDUCA- from tho conditions existing in other nouncement has been made of the purmorning.
find themselves in the peers' chamber
states.
poses
Another
matter
to
whh
which the nroceod. of
TION.
or the House of Lords. There was
Life Company Died YeAgainst Missouri in Suit
Ises to bo a great stumbling block is debenture Issue are to be put.
ANTI GAMBLING BILL
It la
gathered an Imposing assembly of
position
the
by
taken
believed,
cerhowever, that the plans for
the laws of
PASSES WITH A RUSH. peers, peeresses, ecclesiastics, judces.
sterday
Against
Illinois
inter-racia- l
In
tain
states
regard
to
the
financing
of the Delawar & HudSpecial to The Evening Citizen.
ambassadors and ministers of foreign
Special to The Evening Citizen.
marriages between whites and colored son's purchase of the capital stock of
Washington, D. C, Feb. 19. Senator countries, with their wives.
The
persons.
Santa
Fe,
M.,
N.
the United Traction com Tin n v cf
Feb. 19. GovDick, of Ohio, has Governor Otero's peeresses were the first to arrive,
'
ernor Hagernian today appointed
Conservative members of the con Albany have been changed and that
report and piles of other data, from and took their places before the peers JUDGMENT IN TIMBER LAND GENERAL KEETNER IS DEAD
A.
ference
E.
do
payment
pres
Walker,
not believe that the
clerk of the pro- for this stock will be made
which to resume Ills three days' reached the house. Except in the
i ofbate court and
speech as soon as the pure food bill case of the dukes, for whom a bench
clerk -- ent conference will be able to agree out of the proceeds of these delen-ture- s
on
if
any
the
definite basis for
of county enmmis- uniform
Instead of by the Issue of securiIs cut of the way. Senator Teller, ot immediately below that of the duchOhio Man Found With Head Cut If sioners lioard
divorce laws, but are inclined to be- ties which it was at first intended to
of Bernalillo county, vice
Colorado, Is watching for the opposi- esses is reserved, the order of pre- Suit Against Government-Sta- nd
lieve
J.
A.
that the best that can be accom- use for this purpose.
Summers, deceased. In this
tion to statehood.
Representative cedence among tho peers is not obHas
ard Oil Case. Resume- d- Inplished at this time Js to discuss the
appointment Governor Hagernian
The cost of the United Traction
Llttlefield, under suspension of the served, the early arrivals taking their
'
did not recognize the factions 4 various phases and features of the company was $7,500,000. The funda
rules, passed the
bill choice of the seats and the late ones
Another Stroke.
diana's
Secretary
in
laws
endorsing the claims of C. E.
ihe.different states, point out were to have been provided bv
by over
wherever they could find room, libermajority. The
existing defects and leave It to a com- - sale to Spayer & Co., of $5,000,000 the
Newcomer and Siegfried Gruns- of Delegate Mark Smith, ot als, conservatives, free traders and
of
M feld for thi vacancy.
mitteo to work out a draft of laws, to four per cent preferred stock of n new
Arizona, was wholly inefficient. Sen- tariff reformers freely mingling. All
f
Washington, I). C, Feb. 19. The
New York. Feb. 19. John A. Mc '
be
considered by some future confer- company and $2,500,000 of debenture
Prof. J. E. Clark, sunerlntend. A
ator lieveridge will present the anti were wearing their crimson robes.
famous case of the State of Missouri can,
president
of the New ' ent of the public scho-l- s of the
ence and. If approved, to be submitted three and
,
,
.
per cent, bonis
The bishops. In scarlet robes, with vs. the State of Illinois, involving the - i. the former
gambling bill in the senate today.
com,,anfor approval to the legislative bodies guaranteed by the Delaware & Hudson
Albuquerque,
"" u of ,.miu
appoint- was .,....,
,
A. Sarracino has
in right of the city of Chicago to divert died at 5.3n yesterday
been appointed long ermine capes, the judge
,
,
Iafternoon,
in
v. viitj iriiiiuiiai V of the various states. It Is doubtful company. A part or the proceeds of
postmaster at Paquate, Valencia coun black and gold or crimson and white, its sewerage into the Mississippi river
that an effort will be made to have a the now debenture Issue, It Is suruuunt or education, vice Brother
increased the impressiveness of the tiirough the Chicago Sanitary canal
', vice J. M. Chaves.
national divorce law introduced In con- mised, will be used to meet the cost
Botuiph, of Santa Fe, deceased.
scene. Amidst all this the ambassaand the Illinois river, was decided
gress,
as this might raise the question of the small line running Into Canada
dors and ministers of foreign nations, today by the supreme court of the
ABDUCTED MINERS
of constitutionality.
The new clerk, A. E. Walker,
wearing their varying uniforms, broad United States in favor of Illinois.
which was recently purehaed by the
is one of Albuquerque's pioneers,
or crimson sashes, stars, and
Delaware & Hudson company.
REACH BOISE CITY green
decorations, constituted
he having come to the Rio Grande ' HORRIBLE CONDITION
most MONTANA COMPANY GETS
the
valley nearly twenty-fivbrilliant group in the assembly.
years 'T
A
DECISION FROM COURT.
Boise. Idaho, Feb. 19. Charles E. Among them was Whitelaw Held,
ago, and all through these years '4
tho
OF RUSSIAN JEWS
Washington, 11. C, Feb. 19. The
Meyer, president of the Western Fed- American ambassador,
ft
has
been
in plain black supreme
closely
Identified with 4
ARREST AT ESTANCIA
" f Hi
court of the United States
eration of Miners, and William D. court dress. In the galleries every
'4 the upbuilding of this city.
When 4
New York. Feb. 19. Carl Stoltauer
Haywood, secretary, and G. A. Petti-bon- seat was occupied by somebody off- today decided the case of tile United
Judge
4
11. Whlteman was ap- W.
States vs. the Bitter Koot Developa former member of the execu- icially or socially prominent.
pointed judge of the First. Judi- - 4 or London, who directed the distribu- AND HE IS SUPPOSED TO BE
Co. and other assignees of the
tion of Russian funds raised for the
tive committee, arrived here j his
WANTED IN TEXAS FOR BANK
Preceded by officers of state, bear- ment
4'
eial
district at Santa Fe, Mr.
morning frm Denver, In. custody of ing the imperial crown, cap of main- late Marcus Daly of Montana, iu- ROBBING.
4 Walker was offered and accepted 4 relief of the Jews who were despoiled
olving
charge
unlawfully
of
u strong guard of Idaho and Colothe
cut
in the massacres and riots of last Notenance and sword of state, the king ting $2,000,000
4
clerkship
the
him,
under
4
and
worth
of timber on
rado officers. No stops were made i". proceeded to the House of Lords, and
vember, has arrived in this country. Special to The Citizen:
served from .May 15. 1SS9, to
public lands of tnat state, against
iho cities or large towns. The off- soon afterwards
Ustancla, N. M., Feb. 19. On com"It has been difficult," said he, "to
dispatched the gen- the
.oveiiiiji-i.),
ue
ne
in
ih:ii.
lfiSi
government,
by
but
was
it
charge
stated
icers in
of die prisoners were tleman usher of the black rod to inactually the number of per- plaint of Agent. John P. Kennedy, of
was
city councilman, 4 estimate
Justice Peekhuni, who delivered the
Adjutant General Bulkley Wells of form the
, the Wi'lls-Farg- o
Kxpress company,
sons who lost their lives in tho
members
4 serving one year, and in April,
the House ofi opinion, that as the government had
Jas. B. Hay, whose correct name Is
Colorado. Col. I). W. Strickland or Commons. On their ofarrival
twenty-sebut
verified
returns
from
king
1SSH, he was elected the first re- the
new
the
hccured
governor's
ven
evidence
the
decision
staff; Meldrum, Watout of liul towns in which supposed to be Hills, was arrested
publican mayor of Albuquerque, 4
son and Fisher, employes of a detec- read the speech from the throne, was without prejudice.
show that the number here, Saturday night, charged with
contained no surprises, and the
4 servinu one yiar, or up to a 4 riots occurred,
tive agency, and .lames Mills, depmv which
killed was 75U and the number wound- attempting to cash a forged draft on
ceremony wa.-- at an end.
lie
when
4
went
month
to
Santa
Fe.
warden of, the Idaho penitentiary.
PROCEEDINGS RESUMED IN
3,130.
The number f families the First National Bank of Chicago,
He is now serving out the unex- - 4 ed was
The prisoners were taken directly to
STANDARD OIL CASE.
directly affected, those whose houses, signed by A. C. Torbet.t, treasurer of
4 plred term of Henry Brockmeler 4 shops
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 19. Taking
the Idaho penitentiary, and no inter- DISASTERS QUITE
were-- objects of at- the Gulf, Colorado A: Santa Fe Kail-was city alderman from the First 4 tack or factories
view with any member of the party
testimony in the ouster proceedings
company, for $:S50.
The draft
plllane
was
and
between 10,000
r
lias been
NUMEROUS TODAY of the Slate of Missou'i against the
was allowed. Vincent St. John, who
4
'4 ward. II.5ii,(Mm.
To these must be added was left with Mr. Kennedy for collec
was arrested yesterday, will probably
Waters-Pierc- e
'4 at the .1. C. Baldridge lumber and
Standard
Oil.
Republic,
who were Indirect
sufferers, tion, Hay taking receipt with the in4 yard for nine years, and on the 4 those
JOHN" A. McCALL
be brought here today or tomorrow.
and Jnternatiouul Oil comTrinidad, Colo.,
clerks, women and the like to the tention of depositing tho receipt with
4 side represents several good fire 4
Officers have gone to Haines. Ore., sult of n explosionFtl. 19. As the re- panies, was resumed today before
oi nearly 250,noo persons who local merchants and drawing on it as
in a coal mine of Special
Lake wood, N. J., when be was taken 4 insurance companies. The Citl- - 4 number
to search for a man named Simpkins, the Victor Fuel company
Commissioner An; lion v.
were thrown out of employment by n prospective settler. When arrested
at Maitland,
congratulates
who is said to be in that. citv. It is near
n
hlni,
4
three
ago
can
4
weeks
and
f.,r h;s health. M- cdestruction of shoos and factories he had in his possession a pad of
this .state, thortly DANIEL STORMS RESIGNS
persistently reported that Orchard, belore Walsenburg,
Call's breakdown recurred about the 4 assure the people that he will 4 th
Many of these are still wlihoutworkj these drafts in blank and a number of
n
tune
r
a
the prisoner arrester! soon after the reported on today, sixteen miners are
probate
the
make
SECRETARYSHIP OF INDIANA
clerk. 4 in consequence. The direct
time chiH'ks of the same company,
clone
the investigation
killed. Five bodies had been
material end from u newspaper
or Former Governor rt
Indianaiolis, Ind., Feb. 19. During of lile insurance !v the legislative 4
1'iof. Clark, who
assassination
succeeds
4
clipping found
or
up
losg
covered
property, either stolen or de- on him, it Is
to o'clock this after- a stormy conference at the state cinnniitt.ee,
Stenneuberg at Caldwell, has made noon.
Dvotiier Butulph on the territorial 4
suspected that he is
The accident was caused bv a House,
stroyed
by
or
plunder,
lire
probwas
In
mate mciits that will be used against dust explosion.
Storms,
of
boa
Daniel
education, is the present 4 ably $loo,ooii, nun. jr
secretary of
4
wanted
id
Texas for complicity in a
is therefore clear bank robbery.
state, today tendered his resignation, FAMOUS CIVIL WAR
the other prisoners, now under arrest
siipt rintendent of this 4
4 efficient
Ho will be given a
amount
that
the
vast
in
collected
this
which was accepted. Fred Sims wan
Is
and one or two others for whom the
public
preliminary hearing as soon as the
schools. He
a thor- 4 country
city's
VETERAN IS DEAD.
Engine Strikes Trolley Car.
elsewhere
rec- express
ami
only
could
immediately appointed to succeed
officers are seeking.
"u!l educator, and before coining 4 ompense
Junction City, Kan., Feb. 19. Brig-'- 4
and railroad companies are
for u small portion of the riady.
St. Louis, Mo.. Feb. 19. A well filled Storms.
innito this city filled many positions
adier Gene-a- l
k'eetner
loss.
St. John Also Arrested.
Broadway trolley car was struck by
died here at bis home today of grip
"us! "s tin educator in his old 4
Wallace, Idaho, Feb. 19. Vincent an enine at Poplar street on the Iron INTER DENOMINATIONAL
Stolen Stamps Led to Capture.
at the age of s. He fought through'
s!ah' "f Michigan. He Is a wor- - 4
tit. John, president of tho miners' -- lountain railroad er asing tins mornAccording to Deputy United States
HENDERSON
SOCIAL UNION BANQUET. the Civil War w ith distinction
' essor of
,hv
the
4
deceased
'"
union at Burke, Idaho, was arrested ing and most of the passengers were
NEARING END OF LIFE. Marshal Peter Foraker. who arrived
Chicago. III., Feb. 19. The inter4 mc linn r, and I tie citizen extends
on telegraphic orders from Boise. badly bruised, but none were fatally denominational Social I'nion banquet CRAZY
Dubuque, la., Feb.
1'.!.
Former last night from Ksfuncia.' J. 11. Ray.
it congratiilalions.
WIFE
MURDERS
The arrest is believed to be in con- injured. The ear was thrown from which will take place at the AuditorSpeaker David B. Henderson has suf- alias Hills, who was arrested there
HUSBAND
WITH
AN
AX.
t
nection with the murder of Former the track and landed on its side
fered another paralytic stroke, which yesterday, was discovered to be a
ium tiiis i vening, promises to be very
Columbus. O., Feb. lit John I.oug-bauc- h
Governor Steunenberg. for aliened
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How Good Food may-Turto Poison
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This Nutriment Is then carried Into the
Blood, and spread over the Body as
Brain, Bone and Brawn.
But, when the
are weak,
the Food moves loo slowly to stimulate
the little Gastric Mouths and there Is no
flow, or too little flow of Digestive Juice,
to change the food Into nourishment.
Then, the food decays in the Bowels,
and In the thirty feet of Intestines.
When this Decay begins the little suction pumps draw Poison from the decayed
Food, Into the blood, instead of the Nutrition It should have drawn.
Now, Cascarels contain the only combination of drug3 that Stimulates these
Muscles of the Bowels and Intestines Just
Exercise,
as a Cold Bath, or open-ai- r
stimulates a Lazy Man.
Cascare's therefore act like Exercise.
They produce the same sort of Natural
result that a Six Mile walk In the country
would produce, without any injurious
Chemical effect.
The Vest Pocket Cascaret Box Is sold
by all Druggists, at Ten Cents.
Be sure you get the genuine, made only
by the Sterling Remedy Company, and
never sold In bulk. Every tablet stamped
Bowel-Muscl-

I

n

RoWllDER
DANIELS ARRESTED
CHARGED WITH FRAUD, IN ELL-INMINE TO MAN, WHICH DID
NOT BELONG TO HIM.

Sold In a thin Enamel Box, half as
thick as your watch, which fits Into the
vest pocket or lady's purse as If It grew
there.
In this round-edje- d
Enamel Box are
found six email Candy Tablets.
One of these toothsome tablets works
wonders for digestion.
Soon as placed in the mouth It starts
the Saliva flowing, which at once gets to
work dissolving It.
The Saliva becomes blended with the
Candy Cascaret tablet, and from the
moment they start going down your
throat together they start working together.
Now, what do they work at? Bowel-worof course Digestion.
k,

of the Digestion occurs In the
thirty feet of Intestines that connect with
the Stomach.
They are lined with a set of little
mouths, that squeeze Digestive Juices
into the Food eaten.
The Digestive Juices thus mix with
the food, Just as Saliva mixes with Cascaret tablets, dissolving and changing
that food into nourishment, as it passes
along the channel.
Most

of the man
of the man
of tho
of the man
of the man
of the man

FRIENDS!
CT FREE TO toOUR
oar friends a beautiful
We want

to send

BONBON BOX,

French-desiime- d,

in colors.
It is a beauty for ithe
dressing table. Ten cents In stamps is asked as a
measure of good fait h and to cover cost of Cascarets,
728
with which tfikTaTrity trinket Is loaded.
y,
mentioning this paper. Address
Send
Sterling Remedy Company. Chicago or New York.

HOST NOTED INFIDEL SPOKE
GOD'S NAME BEFORE HE DIED

who should be working for rout
would sjUdly lend you money
like to buy your horse?
wha
who would buy aa Interest la your
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old bicycle?
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BANK INSTITUTIONS
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moniezuma,

itust

at

Co.

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

with names and addresses
cf people who arc
Neccessary to Your Prosperity

Capital and Surplus 3100,000
rv

WE ARE BP.AIK

FOUND Lady's gold ring, ruby set,
by Howard Mann, of 723 North
Fourteenth street. Owner can have
same by calling at this offlco and
paying for this notice.

HAPQOODS (Inc.), Drain Broken

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

reunlT(-nntrr-

fr

t

vr

917 Chemical Building, St. Louis

st

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and at high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
One
Time:
month to one year given. Goods re
main in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Atre.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

WANTED Active partner with $400
capital; good business proposition.
Address II., Citizen.
WANTED
Highest ca:i price paid
for second-hanhousehold goods, M.
Ellison, 405 South First street. Colo,
'phone, Red 131.
VANTED
Two men in each county
to represent and advertise hardware department, put out samples
of our goods, etc. Traveling position or offlco manager. Salary, $00
per month, cash weekly, with all expenses paid in advance. We furnish
everything. Department 610, 234
Fifth avenue, the Columbia House,
Chicago, 111.
AGENTS WANTED.
AGENTS make $G daily, selling the
cheapest and most perfect water
filter ever invented. Retails at $2.
Dig profit. Exclusive territory. Seneca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
FOR HEN f
FOR RENT bluing room. Inquire at
524 South Second street.
FOR RENT Rooms for Housekeeping. 524 West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT One furnished room, for
gentlemen. 410 West Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Rooms for light house
keeping. 524 South Second street
rooming house.
FOR RENT
Apply 217
30914 Railroad avenue.
South Fourth street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnisned rooms
with steam heat. Grant building,
Railroad avenue. Inquire
at room B.
,
furnished
FOR R EN T Th
tent and other rooms after the 16th
from $10 to $15 per month. Mrs.
K. K. Norris, 524 St. John street.

VI
Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $130,000.00.

frame house,
brick on South
street, both for
$3 600 OO
four-roo-

five-roo-

Jerri,

ALBUQUEfRQUX,

PROFESSIONAL

OffVssra

conveyancing.

and

&

SANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

PORTERFIELD CO.,
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
work

New

LUNA,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

Edith

Rented all the time
for $20 each, A 12
per cent investment.

Notarial

and Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
President.
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldga
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON
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One
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Interest Allowed on Saving; Deposits

FOUND.

BROXERS

with tinny emplnvor tonp-pi- y
hik-lihiiHI'mk, hut we Imve lint
mn
rnoiiifh rlntit men to tin ttin opportunitl, now on niir
of flllintf an Kjemtlve, fieri,
liiti. If you are
ral, Tei hnlml or Silrummi pn.itlon tmvinif from i l.mio
to V0
wH'e f"r plan nl booklrl telling hum
we can market your ability. Office! in 12citiei.
We

m

m
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Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you

Tjfyg

es

"CCC."

A special dispatch from Nogales,
Ariz., to the Denver News, says:
United States Marshal Ben Daniels
of
vas arrested bv Sheriff Fowler
Santa Cruz county, on the charge of
fraud. Hans Larsen, the complainant, states that Daniels sold him a
mine in the Hanshaw district about
a year ago for $800, and that when he
work,
went to do the assessment
James Harrison, supervisor of Santa
Crux county, claimed the property as
Ills. Larsen demanded the return of
the money, which Daniels refused,
nd arrest on the fraud charge followed.
Daniels was a Rough Rider and a
friend of President Roosevelt. He
was appointed marshal last fall, but
by the
las not yet been confirmed
senate. Daniels says the case looks
Ky Feb. 17. By the1
to him like blackmail. Because his Lexington,
Charles Chilton
Editor
of
death
pendstill
is
marshal
confirmation as
ing in the senate, he says, he thinks Moore of the Rluegrass Blade, perthose who caused his arrest supposed haps the most noted infidel since the
he could not afford to stand trial, and time of Robert Ingersoll has been redewould readily give up the $800
moved from the scene ?1 his activities."
manded.
Moore was of wealthy and InfluenA dispatch from Cheyenne, Wyo
Barton
tial family, a grandson of
on the same subject., says:
with
convict is now Stone, who was a
An
of
serving as United States marshal of Alexander Campbell In theHefounding
was eduArizona. He is Ben Daniels, who was the Camplclliie sect.
cated lor the ministry and became a
appointed by President Roosevelt.
Ho
Persons here who know Daniels ara pastor of the Christian church.
somewhat curious regarding his stat- Berved in the confederate army, but
us, as when he left Wyoming hewai resumed his calling after the war. A
classmate who was a
not a citizen of the United States, and firmer collegevisited
him, but after
they bave never heard that his citi- free thinker
debate with him Moore
zenship was restored to him by par- an
succeeded in reclaiming him to Chrisdon from the president.
His citizenship was lost as the re- tianity.
However, a new line of thought had
sult or his serving his full time in the been
opened In .Moore, and in a few
penitentiary, and only the governor,
he stood on the ground formeror the legislature of Wyoming, or the weeks
president could restore it to him. ly occupied by his friend, and all
and exhorting by men of the
Neither the governor nor the legisla- pleading
cloth could not make him yield icne
ture acted.
Daniels' case is made the more re- Jot. He renounced the ministry and
to a farm. His mind was too
markable by the fact that he was retired for
a plodding life, and he besent to the penitentiary for robbing active
a writer, finally founding the
the government, which he now serves came
Bluegrass Blade, which was a comin the capacity of peace officer.
On August 1, 1874, ten mules, val- bination temperance and infidel
ued at $100 each, were stolen from
He was so caustic a writer and
the United States government at withal
so aggressive a one that he
Camp Oarlln, a packing post, which at
into trouble with the city authorithat time was located two miles north-wes- t got
of Cheyenne. On November 19, ties and with the federal government.
1879, Ben Daniels was indicted for the He was convicted of sending impure
the mails and sentheft, and on November 22 of the same literature through
year, was sentenced to serve two tenced to two years in the Columbus,
years in the penitentiary for the O., penitentiary. Ho served only a
being pardoned by Presicrime. On January 14, 1880, his sen- few months,
tence was vacated. On May 27, 1880, dent McKinley.
His return to Lexington was the
Daniels was again indicted for the
of a welcome by almost the
theft of the mules, and on June 10, occasionpopulation,
and a mass meet1880, was sentenced to serve three entire
years in the penitentiary. This sen- ing in honor of It. This was partici
pated in by people of all beliefs and
tence he Berved in full.
Daniels is a personal friend of President Roosevelt, having served under
tilm in the Cuban campaign.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1906.

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

n

The Intestines are also lined with millions of little suction pumps, that draw
the Nutriment from Food, as it passes
them In going through.

ECAY Is not digestion, you
know, even when It takes
place In the omach.
Food decayed In the body
after being eaten Is as dangerous to
health as food decayed before being eaten.
Food nourishes or poisons, Just according to how long it remains in the Bowels
undigested.
Cascarels are the simplest and surest
safeguard against Delayed Digestion yet
discovered.
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JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOTTRNOT
FRANK McKKBJ
R. A. FROST
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Directors.
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DR. J. E. KRAFT,

U.
DBPOSITORT.
iSSxIjJT
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
ATtthorrwM! Capital
. . . . SM,0OvM
......a-- .
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
Up
Capital,
Surplus
Paid
and
XWjW9M
Profits
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
K
mail.
Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Oosspaarj;
Edmund J. Alcier. D. D. S.
Office
avenue.
No. 306 Railroad
hours, 8:30 a. in., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
FOR SALE
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4b2. Ap
pony.
FOR SALE One black saddle
pointmcnts made by mail.
115
Amp
street.
Call at
South
A O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
FOR SALE All lots In Corouada
LAWYERS.
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
Bernard S. Rodey,
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
SELL, RENT OR TRADE ust your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300 N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the proiession
South Broadway.
practice In all courts of the terri'
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busi Will
ness for city property. T. L. Mo tory and before the United State
land office.
Hpadden, 300 South Broadway.
0!
New Mexico
Ira M. Bond.
i
FOR SALE Ten thousand gallon
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
cedar tank cheap. J. H. Heald, SO
East Grand ave. Colorado phone t!2, N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Capital
$100,000.00
,
lands, patents, copyrignis, caveum
three rings.
patents, trade marks, claims.
letter
15,000.00
Surplus
Profits
Undivided
and
trading
post;
FOR SALE Indian
R. W. D. Bryan.
good location and a paying business
Albuquer
ATTORNEY-AT-LAT. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad
cue. N. M. Office, First National
way.
CHAS. C. MOORE.
The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon
it Bank building.
FOR SALE Cheap, Fairbanks
E. W. Dobson.
gasoline
power
en
Morse
the basis of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treat- .
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWall stations in society, and was simply
Office Crcm
gine, suitable for Bmall pumping
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
a testimonial to his personal popular
well block,
ment. Correspondence or a personal interview solicited.
plant. Enquire .1. W. McQuado.
ity, for lie was admired for his clean
ARCHITECTS.
SALE OR RENT Residence,
private life and the evident sincerity FOR
Ad
1016 West Railroad avenue.
F. W. Spencer aDd V. O. Walling
of his opinions. His wife and children
A. Day, El Paso, Tex. ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett hullding
dress,
Dnrhy
sought
never
Christians,
he
are all
and
A good Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
TRADE
to Influence them o discard thetr FOR SALE OR
1
piano.
A bargain.
Schumaker
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ESTABLISHED 1871
faith.
0 "OLD RELIABLE"
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
Whether he accepted the existence FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
Maddison,
Thos. K. D.
of a G Ml before he died is not known.
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, o00 Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
His wife says the family hopes so, as
Gold avenue.
South Broadway.
In- - had said not long before he expired:
SALE A hanusoine riarduian
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
"Wiiai a. beautiful day! I want to FOR
piano, in fine condition and almost
thank God. if there be a God, for this
A. L. Morgan.
new, at a bargain.
For particubeautiful day and for all that lie has
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAClars, call at this office.
me."
done for
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you Injob work solicI have some cheerfully furnished;
terested In mines?
724; shop at
phone,
Automatic
ited.
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
said to be good deals. Talk with
911 North Second street, Albuquer
In the Southwest.
me T. L. McSpadden, 300 S.
que, N. M.
OF
PHYSICIANS.
FOR SALE $25,000 ruuen at a
AND
will take small property in
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
IN
ALBUQUERUE, N. U.
and Surgeon
RAILROAD AVENUE
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303 Homeopathic Physicianbuilding,
over
Room 25, Whiting
South Broadway.
Vann's drug store. Automatic
A good general merchanWATCHED FOR SALEgrocery
410.
ON INTER- - STATE COMMERCE
telephone,
ELKINS COMMITTEE
business,
with
meat
dise and
SAM IS ASKED TO FOOT THE
WORK AND UNCLE
SOMEBODY
buildings
included,
for
drTr.
and
l. MUST,
market
J. H. O'Rielly & Co. Have a New Rem
BILL.
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
edy for Stomach Troubles, That
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
North Broadway.
.1
They Guarantee Will Cure.
treated with
Tuberculosis
em
,
were
"experts"
lug
report,
a
two
European
FOR SALE Hotel,
Washington, Fe! 19 An interest-plan;
Gerand
Current
Electrical
I lie name
Letter Head
20 rooms, newly furnished in new
In keeping with their custom of al Ing example of "small graft" has just ployed f r t.iat purpose.
Treatments given each day
envelope
H. T. Newconib Is not mentioned
ways ordering a supply of new remeIn city; a micide.
building;
"f
location
best
nurse
m.
4
Trained
p.
com8
a. m. to
in this bill, but 11. C. Adams is taken
proposition. Reason from
fine business
Note Head
dies as Boon as their value has been come to light In Senator Elkins'
'phones.
Both
for selling, poor health. Address, in attendnnce.
established, J. H. O'Rielly & Co. have mittee fin interstate commerce. It are of In this:
Program
NUSBAUM,
D.
&
J.
H.
expert
W.
DRS.
for
remedy
pay
a
Adams
It.
F. J., this office
"To
obtained a supply of
shows how that benevolent statesman
Invitation
interabsolutely
oil
for stomach troubles that
FT)7r'SALE$70O win "biiy"equlty in
loves to be generous with tile people's work done for the committee
Physicians and Surgeons,
Catalogue
cures and restores lost functions of money, and illustrates how a calamity state commerce of the senate hi comresidence on the best Office over Hickox & Maynard's Jewhearings
on
piling
of
Blank Book
digest
a
the
city;
the digestive organs.
will
$45
for
street.
rent
may
be
street
prove
the
in
bglslation
to
rate
elry
Store,
Second
contains like
of railway rates and for
On the other hand.
Receipt Book
month; owner loavlng town. F. L
doorkeepers, janitors
a blessing L
UNDERTAKER.
the
gas
to
appendices
no pepsin, acts directly upon the
McSpadden, 303 South Broadway.
even comniiuee clerks.
and
said
,
the direction of
tric glands, restores the lost functions
double-ba- r
Colo. Red 115,
FOR SALE A
Last snring the Elkins committer hearings under
Auto, 'phone 316.
9't-- r,u
of the digestive orgnns, revives Ma- on interstate commerce sat for slsl
shotgun; bran new
,.".
reled,
A. BORDERS,
An
In other vord
in
nning nutrition, aids In assimilation of
Bin the best Is vet to come.
never has been used: one of th
ks to "inquire into" rates and:
City Undertaker.
Room
we turn out
vest igat ion costs something for rail
lood, and, in fact, sa strengthens the rate making.
Black
Building.
Call
The
of
at
Citizen
best makes.
Commercial Club
very thing a
e
who
witnesses
Uie
way
whole digestive system that you can
for
lares,
etc..
$5.
govern-particulars.
hearse,
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Reclamation Projects
Have Received Thorough
Government Examination
ARE

work

GRAND CLEAN UP tSAILE

A

Two

PLANTS

the hands

ULfifrv

i

20 Lots, 50x142 Feet, Each in
Block Q. R. K. and L.
$100 to $150 per Lot. $10 Down, $4 per
Month. Call Early to get First Choice.

Four Beautiful Lots Facing on Sixth Street.
An Elegant Home Site, Finest Soil, Irrigating Ditch in the Rear. All the
of a Country Home Right
in the City. Our Price for 10
Days $675. $40 Down
Balancs $15 Month.

Office Surety Investment Co.
D. K. B. SELLERS,

Office S utety Investment
D.
D. SELLERS.

TESTED

EASTERN

Arizona
Ki,ni,in u-Baktr. who made an investiRation of
i ip
quality or the ground waters in
he SaH Kivpr vallpy and their probable behavior after the new Irrigation Cm
system now beinB installed ig put in
operation. He also carried on detailed
studies in tee upper part of the Salt
nver basin to determine the source of
ionium chloride in the water of this
stream and the probability of its economical elimination.
Attention was given, under the
reclamation law, to the consideration
of the relative merits of the two large
reservoir sites In this territory which
had been previously known and widely
tllncussed. These are the San C."dos
Bite on Salt river, and the Snlt river
Rite on Salt river, the principal tributary of the Gila. The San Ca'ios site Mk
was examined In connection with the
surveys of the Buttes reservoir site.
In addition, general examinctWi wa.s
made of opjortunitles of storing water
in various parts of the territory, and
t, i J,
1
of the underground waters of Salt
I rRiver valley that may be made available by pumping. The reclamation
work in Arizona, is under the charge
r Mr. Louis C. Hill, supervising engi
neer.
The Salt river project Involves the
construction cf a dam 270 feet high
for the storage of 1,100,000 acre feet
of water and of power plants for
pumping water for irrigation in the
lower valley. During the year a water
works svstem was .Installer! for flip
fte
purpose of supplying potable water
ork Highlanders will
to the camp and town at Roosevelt. ,eave for Birmingham, Ala., on March
to I'PRln spring training.
The telephone line connecting the
About
rieadworks of the tipper power canal one month w ill be spent in Alabama
I
D
with tho Arizona dam was crwmnlntprl
A professor at Stanford university
The building for the cement mill was
finished, the machinery installed, and "roKe a leg while playing baseball
the mill nut un In oneratlon aliii- n Will this call for & conference com
year ago. Tho Phoenix-Roosevaroan m'ttee from the colleges to modify
was finished, the power canal at the lne rules?
OTtlOUth of the Vprrto lripntp,! onH I'm
cadastral survev of thA trrlnhip inn,is L. Tne manager of the Youngstown,
baseball
team
In the Tristate
Tt,J
In Phoenix vaiw ,.nmniti
contract for the dam was let to J. M. ieagu boast? tha none of his new
O'Rourke & Co., of Galveston, Texas. I00" 8T e' chfT ,r. drlnk' Iiut
Complete tests of the irrigation Can they l''ay EOQl ball?
plants in Salt River valley were car- - Gre( Morrl7tereteran
trainer,
tests of steam has
I
that he will disuse
hydro electric, and of hlsannounced
entlre strlnK of horse3 at ew
irtG
tn, S; rang S " nTW y rleans and quit the game. Green is
said to have wearied of the bulldozing
nW?inlVn rti?0;"e?MWC.l: Thda,a
work on taptk.8 of EJ CorrIgan- underground
flow,
althe
which is
p
ready completed, will furnish the has- Battling Nelson has taken up the
design
is for he
of the pumping plants game of roko, a new form of exercise
which will form part of the project.
invented by an Ohioan, and says he
The reservoir site for the San Carlos has found it an excellent method of
project Is on the White Mountain increasing his speed. "It is tho best
Indian reservation in Arizona, nelow training stunt I have been up against,"
the mouth of San Carlos creek, on the Battler says.
Gila river. Observations of river flow
D
ana sediment have been taken during
jimmy uurnam, who was
the past year and reconnaissance sur- - with Kansas City last season, has
veys have been made of possible rever- - Jumped to Arthur Irwin's Altocna
voir aites on the upper Gila. A le- - team in the Tristate league. Durham
tailed topographic map has been made!'8 a "'R fellow, with remarkable speed,
of the dam cite, and a contour man and if he wore a little larger hat
might become one of the leading pitch
partly made or the reservoir.
ers or tne country.
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I KUl'USALS FOR BARN.
Dennrt
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ment of the Interior. Office of Indian
Affairs, Washington, D. C, February
(Small Holding; Claim No. 586.)
', uvn. cieaiea
proposals, endorsed Department of the Interior. United
Proposals for Bam, ZunI School, New
States Land Office, SanU Fe. N.
.Mexico,
ana addressed to the Cora
24, 1906.
missloner of Indi An AfTntra H'oah
Notice Is hereby given that the
ington, D. C., will be received at the owing named claimant
has filed no-J- 1
mnian otnee until 2 o'clock p. m
.of. hIs Mention
to
make Anal
March 20, 190G. for fiirnishlnir on
m uPPort of her claim
under
livering the materials and labor nee PI?.f
essary to construct and complete a
(?6
854)'
?Ut8"nded
stone barn at hn 7.iml Indian ehwni h, thi"
Uary 21' 1893'
New Mexico, in strict accordance with Stats.. 0' ,
been so much faking among negroes
The Elks' opera house will be dark Scotty's" great ride over the
that
said proof will
Santa plans end specifications
In New lork and Philadelphia recent- until Saturday night, when Modjeska
and instruc- be made before the
fe from Los Angeles to Chicago, is tions
ly that the sports of those towns are will le seen In "Lady Macbeth." In to
to bidders, which may be exam- court commissioner at Albuquer,"
be perpetrated on the stage, as a
heartily tired of the "dingles."
her alsoIutely farewell performance. company has leen organized and Is ined at this office, the office of Th N. M.. on March 10, 1906, TlaT:
O
Beatrix Mova. t Ronnie
There have been "farewell" perform now cn the. road to produce the "King citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.; Improve- Mike Donlln, winner of the Pullman ances galore by leading actresses
Minneapolis, Minn
decea8e1- - to' the s! Hi
of oi i.ie insert Mine;" a melodrama In mvui tiuneun,
porter championship, has not got clear the United States,
American Contractor, Chicago, 111 C.
In lot 1. sec. 86. T. 7 N,
the Madame four acts and eleven scenes.
of the law over at Albany and the big herself, and also her but
Construction
News, Chicago, 111, K. 2 E.. and see. Si. T t xr a
press agent, sin"Scotty" himself Is to take the
New York baseball player is said to cerely assure the public that this will
& traders' Exchanges
pan assisted by "Slim," his mule; star
at and lot 2. .ec. 86, T. 7.
R. 2 E.
and uiuiuers
be so subdued that a dark cloud be- "honestly" be her farewell appear- although
t. fault Minn., Minneapolis, Minn.
She names the following witness?
tho advance notices lon't Milwaukee.
hind a waving whisk broom can now ance.
to prove her actual, continnnn.
Wis., and llm aha Vah
Manager Matson announces state whether "Slim" Is to have a
approach him with no fear of being that he has several "good things" speaking
part or not. It is presumed the Northwestern Manufacturers' As verse possession of said tract for
telescoped against the woodwork of booked for the month of March, which
next Pcedlns; the surhis
Llf Dt?
that
characterization
will be true sociation, st. Paul, Minn.; the U,
the car.
the township, ylt.;
he is not yet quite ready to spring to life.
muian Warehouses at 119 Wooster vey
'
Esteban Rael, of Valencia, N. M
on the public, but that when they are
The play la written by Charles Tay street, New York City, 205 South
Fitzsimmons has encountered oppo- announced some
excellent attractions! lor ot iNew ork and the cast of char- Canal street, Chicago. III.. C02 South Bernardino Sedlllo, of El Cerro, N. till
sition in his attempt to esabllsh a will be found among them.
Seventh street. St. Louis. Mo.. R1K EsUnlslao Otero, of tti r
m w t
acters follows: .
physical culture retreat near New
Howard street, Omaha, Neb., and 23 Amada Otero da Sedlllo, of El CerroT
"Scotty."
,
York city. The residents of Dunnel-lenCoknel W. H. Greer, of 'he Tracstreet. San PranHnm N. M.
John Deming, a mine owner from wasnington
N. J., have rlspn up en masse tion company, and Incidentally, the
Any person Who dealroa o.
.t
For further
Denver.
m cai., and at the school.
and declare he cannot set himself up booking agent for Traction Park, an- inrormation, apply to Douglas B, against the allowanea
APtaur
crowieii,
representative
of!
In their midst and disgrace the peace nounciB mat lie nas
or
who
know
Graham,
any
of
superintendent,
some trie bant a Fe railroad.
Zuni, New
aubstanUal reaand dignity cf their quiet locality. excellent material for a secured
u.
mexico.
stock company
Larrabee, Acting Com son under the lawa and regu.aUona
Black Pete, a prospector.
The opjiosition Is being led by a min- for the coming season at. the park,
of
the
interior
department
ncA
O'Toole, a bridge tender of missloner.
ister known as "the fighting parson." and that all people engaged have been theJerry
proof ehould not be allowed,why
Santa Fe.
will be
given
an
NOTICE
ODDortunitv
FOR PUBLICATION.
at th. .v
Ikey Klnsteln, a Wall street specThere seems little chance for either secured with a view to their ability
mentioned time and nlAPA t Arn k a
o that In addition ulator.
Herrera or Herman meeting Battling to do specialties,
(Homestead
Entry
fiflid
No.
amine
the
witnesses of said claimant.
stocK
Jake, a Dutch emigrant. Department of the Interior,
,
,,, . company per
Nelscn, McGovern or Britt in the near io ine regular
.
Land Of- in rebuttal of that
08 VOUB" ?r tne
ter,
ejence
Diamond Jack, a barkeeper.
future. Had they gone to a decision
. e
nce
at
Fe,
New
submitted
Mexico,
banta
by
Jan
claimant.
proKe ear
Potter, a newsboy.
in their Ix.s Angeles encounter nubile :"uae,,IYVes
uury
an,
iaub.
MANUEL XL OTERO.
TO a"'
Long Shot, a newsuaner rennrtep
opinion would have forced one of the Bra """w"
N6tlce Is hereby elven that tn i
Register.
ocouy g" guide and cook.
ui
trinity of topnotohcrs to make a match 'I
Jowing named settler has filed notice
The Man of Scars, "Scotty's" pal
Herrera or Herman should fight it AN OVATION IS
or nis intention to make final proof In
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION.
"Slim Jim," his mule.
out between themselves before seeksupport
Laughing Water, the pet cf the Gold proof willof behis claim, and that rbM
ing game ihlgher up.
AWAITING MODJESKA
(Small
made
before
Hoi dine Claim xrn coo
the probate
Run.
at Aimiquerque, New Mexico, on Department of the Interior. UnltJ
Long Eve, the mistress of the "Red cierK
Hank O'Day, one of the best handn.a o, iUD, Viz.:
States land office, Santa Fe. N. M.
lers of the indicator in the country, HER APPEARANCE HERE SATUR- Ldgnt.
Manuel Chaves y Turrleta, of Ber-January 29, 1906.
DAY NIGHT. FEB. 24, WILL BE
says of the foul strike rule: "I think
Kitty Skootum, Jake's frau.
nanno
county.
Mexico,
Notice
New
Is herehv rvon that th.
for the
HER FIRST IN THIS CITY.
i
all right. It certainly lightens
Alice-NEW UNIFORM ISSUED
lot 4, and the southeast quarter of the lowing-namestruck
The Latcnia Jockey club will fight tho rule
claimant tu.
work of the umpire. When the
the stago and "Scotty."
the bill introduced in the Kentucky the
quarter
or
aoiunwest
tice
19, town
of his Intention to make final
Modjeska sends word that she is
umpire was compelled to call strikes
Miners, leamsters, Indians, Train ship 9 north, range S section
TO COMPANY G legislature limiting the racing in Ken on
proof In support of hi einim
east.
he thought was intentional touched almost to tears by the hearti- men, Aewslxiys, Hack-men-,
Brokers
tucky to forty days. The bill is in fouls,what
names
He
following
witnesses sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
he was in hot waier all the ness of the welcome and testimonial Bankers, Society Girls, Policemen to prove histhe
continuous residence 3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), aa amended
lie acting
commissary sergeant, a fair way to become a law, and horse, time. A good batsman can foul them awaiting her when makes her fare- Soldiers, etc.
upon
men
passage
and
realize that 'its
cultivation of said land, viz.: by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
means off as fast as the pitcher can throw." well appearance at Klks' Theater, Satunder ciders from Captain Ruppe, Fri
The first scene Is In Colorado,
uregorio Apodaca y Candelaria, of Stats., 470), and that said proof
day night at the armory drill, issued a great, blow to racing interests in the Ban Johnson favors any change that urday, Feb. 24, In "Lady Macbeth."
will
in California, third on the Santa Aimiquerque. New Mexico?
frnnHsm be made before the United StatM
The great actresses' soodbvo tour. re special
KiiaiKi un norms to all members of Blue Grass state.
win give a moderate increase in bat
and
the
fourth
in
New
or
i.riego,
O
Albuquerque, New Mexico; court commissioner at Albuqi'eraue.
thus far, has been like a triumphal York.
Company G, national guards. The old
Harry Tennev. ting.
Frankie Neil
rtiauuei Antonio rena,
of Pajarlto, N. M on March 9, 190C, viz.:
procession, each city trying to surlirass cross-armused on the hats, who will fight atand
company
The
will
open
Friscrv
February
in
on
Seattle,
pass
aiexico;
Lopez,
Ramon
iew
Plncldo Salazar y Otero, for the S.
of Albu
In
all
were called in and new ones issued. The 7, should nut
others
the
with
warmth
A
March 11, working down the coast. querque, New Mexico.
Habit to Be Encouraged.
un a lively scran, as an
H. C. No. 698, for lot 1, sectlona
25
San Francisco, March 25: Stockton,
The mother who h:is acquired the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and 26; lots 3 and 4, sections 23. 24
April 2; Fresno, Hanford, Visalia, Tuof
keeping
habit
on
a
hand
of
bottle
S
Register.
and 2C; lot 2, section 25, township
G. .denoting regiment and company,
" V"? he Chamberlain's Cougi Remedy, saves
lare and Bakersfield following
o
nu are not quite as attractive as Colma each has proclaimed
uuivu, laugo s east.
Ix)s Angeles, April 8; Santa Alia then
great
on
had
herself
a
of
a
little
fellow,
amount
the
other
NOTICE
uneasiness
and
and
FOR PUBLICATION.
He names the following
were the old brass ones. Two pri both are
,Snn Diego, April 17 and IS; Riverside,
anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup,
to prove his actual continuous adverse
vates were given honorable discharges the ring. anxious to again meet in and
San Bernardino, Redlands and thence
(Homestead
SRR7.1
to
which
No.
Kntrv
are
children
susceptible,
are
Friday night, and three new members
of said tract for twenty
Department of tho Interior, Land Of possession
east (hi r the Santa Fe.
are quickly cured by its use. It counears next preceding tho urv. nf
mustered in. The competitive lrill
The unpopularity of the nefrro In teracts any tendency of a cold to re
nee at banta Fe, New Mexico, Jan the township,
viz.:
for corporalshlps and sergcantships, the prize ring continues to grow. In sult in pneumonia,
nary 30, 190G.
A Healing Gospel.
and if given as
Jesus
of Valencia, N. M ' :
win take place next month.
case Nels-Hi it t or McGovern should soon as the first symptoms of croup
The Rev. J. c. Warren, pastor of
Notice Is hereby clven that thn fob Meliton Garcia,
S. Otero, of Peralta. M
meet, .loe flans nnrl
ilofnotnH It appear, it will prevent the attack.
,.
lowing
.
.
.
Baptist
Sharon
Cehureh,
named
' '
filed
settler
has
Bclair. Ga
notice
1
One Minute Cough Cure contains not would be the most unnomilar victory This
says of Electric Bitters: "It's a God- - or his Intention to make ftnul proof In otuvauur m. uonzaies, of Albuquerque,
remedy contains nothing injuriaancnez
n.n atom of any harmful drugs, and It of the ring in years.
juan
.ti..
yuuau, oi
Cans has been ous
"end to mankind. It cured me of a SUimort of hU ntnlm
mothers give it to little ones
tht
lias bern curing cougs, colds, croun a fakir and a fraud so Iomb- that i,. is with and
lame back, stiff joints, and complete proof will be made before the probate
a feeling tf perfect security.
n(.rnn'
who
whooping
desires to protest
and
cough so long that It thoroughly discredited.
...,"?. me
physical collapse. I was so weak It clerk at. Albunuernne ' k0
There, has
sale by all druggists.
v
allowance of sa d nroof or
"i"Buiist
mis proven itseir to be a tried and
took me half an hour to walk a mile. March 6, 190C. viz.:'
who
any
knows
of
substantial reason
true friend to the many who use it.
l wo bottles or Electric Bitters have
John A. Sweeney, of Bernalillo under
laws and regulations of the ,
No need to fear of your child choking
made nie eo strong I have Just walked county New Mexico, fur the lots 1, 6 Interiorthedepartment
why such proof
irom croup with One Minute Cough
three miles in 50 minutes and feel and 7, cf section 1, township 8 north, should not
be allowed, will be given
cure nandy. Sold by all druggists.
like walking three more. It's made a range 2 east.
an opportunity at the above mentiono
new man of me." Greatest remedy
He names the following witnesses ed time
e
and place to
for weakness and all Stomach, Liver to prove his continuous residence the
ASK DENVER MORTGAGE
witnesses of said claimant, and to
, . 'I' flit
,
upon
and Kidney complaints.
BE DECLARED VOID.
and cultivation of said land, viz.: offer
Sold under
In rebuttal of that sun- guarantee at all druggists. Price 50c
James K. Bingham, John W. Bar- - mlttedevidence
A Las Vegas dispatch, dated Febru
by claimant,
n, mauiici IJUiiKi Bill! ft 11 A. Dan- ary lb, tj the Denver Republican,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Appointment Made.
trell, all of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
nays:
Register.
Francisco
Delgado,
of
Fe,
SaiHa
lias
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Spiess & Davis today filed in the
been a;iiiointed on the board of direcRegister.
a
asKing
a
suit
mat
ruuri
NOTICE
FOR
uuici
PUBLICATION.
tors of the territorial institute for the
MME. HELENA MODJESKA.
a
mortgage cn the Anton Chieo grant
NOTICE OF SALE.
(Small Holding Claim No. 662.)
At the Elks' Theater, Saturday Even- deaf mill dumb. He takes the position
tor ,o,hni in favor of the Continental
vacated by .Marcelino Garcia, who reDepartment
ing, February 24.
Trust company of Denver, be declared
the Interior, United
signed on account of pres3 of personal
Notice Is hereby given thai the. States Landof Offlr
XT
'H Kunrn
M
null and void, and that the title in
business.
undersigned
will
offer
for
sale
and sell
January 17, 19U6.
which she is greeted. Advance Indi
favor of the town of Anton Chico for
at
public
auction
highest
to
the
nnd
Notice Is hereby given that the folcations are that this city will outdo Common Colds Are the Cause of Many best
the whole Immense tract be quieted.
bidder for cash, on the ilth dav lowing named claimant has
every other in the warmth of n.s
The New Mexico
filed noand and Live
Serious Diseases,
February,
cf
libiii,
at the hour of 10 tice of his Intention to make final
fleeting. It is this tact that has
Stock company mortgaged the land to
Phvslc.'an., who have gained a na- o'clock in the forenoon,
at the front proof in support of his claim under
:'it?:?'A"V'J
moved the Polish art isle.
the Denver company, claiming title
So roval tional reputations as analysts of the door of
the postolllce, in the city or sections Iti and 17 of the act of March
ins hei n her recen'ion everywhere cause of various diseases,
through having purchased the rights
claim
Albuquerque,
that
New
Mexico, tho follow- 3, 18iU (2G Stats., 854). as amended
of the heirs of Manuel Rivera, and the
iuu sue can hardly realize that if catching cold could be avoided a ing described property,
'to wit: Fifty by the act of February
1893 (27
thirty-sisiUiKthing may be addi-- here. The long t of dangerous
others, to whom the grant
ailments would thousand shares of stock of the Ojii Stats., 47u), and that said21, proof
ti Unites being paid Modjc-skwill
was originally made in 1W2. The
are never be heard of. Lvery ono knows de Ksplrltit
be
made before United States comSanto company, the par
proof of tl.e uni ersalit v oi art. It that pneumonia and consumption origlanu company tiail brought a suit 10
value
of
which Is one dollar per share. missioner at Albunueraue. N. M nn
"
unlet the title in Bernalillo county,
iifiuicr laniuiic. longitude, ix- - inate from a cold, and chronic ca isam mock
February 27. 1900. viz Federico San- litical governments imr
Iiut it is claimed that none' of the
boundary tarrh, l.;oneti:tis, r.nd all throat and of satisfyingto be sold for iho iMirooKe
Judgment ricovered bvlphez y Montoya, for the Small Holrt- lines. i luesenci; in anistic tiower iung trr uliit s arc
:rant is located there, and the suit
aggravated and rend Gustav Becker against ihe American ,n Claim No.
'
situated In Sec
Moujeska s. the
ws improper.
stion of race red nior- - serious by each fresh
Valley company and T. 11. Catron in 21, T' 7 N" K. 2 E.
does
not
engross
vnter.
No
in
A.nirican
1SR0
I
actress
confirmed the,
not risk your lifn or t.ik case numbered mill, Bernalillo
lii
110
nan,3 the following witnesses
county.! .
ever more roniplett
,von the hearts Thames
yntni to
town of Antcn Chico, and
when you have a cold.
prove ms actual continuous ad- i)t p.i .v
st day if October. 1904 for!
it is by virtue of this confirmation
His in U... Cniu-- States than C.'iami.i riain's Cough Remedy will on the
Hull. 32,
the sum of
Ims this Iolisli n uian. Her heroic
with lntere8t!;el!,u POBSession Cf said tract for
j
ibat the present suit Is brought. Tin
it before thesu .liseises
thereon at the rale of ten per cent iwenry years next preceding the surP'Trt.inal mialitb.s nr.- as much the fine
gran; consists of 350,noi acres of fine
vey of the township, viz:
ri'Tii'dy contains t: j opium, mar per annum
Tins
ami costs of suit.
reason as ib t:. r art. Modjt'ka. the phi-,;land in this county. The matter will
or other harmful drii- and has
Me!ltAon sof Peralta, N. M.;
be
woman,
.sale
above
is
post
is
H.ned
until
Ui
hlghlv
ndou:,(t illy
a u thirty years of reputa'lon
be carried to the
back of it, uiursiiay, March 1. at the above
of Valencia.' N. M.;
Mjiljcska
.
th'.actns-.Modjeska will r: i
court of the I'niU-- States.
by its CMie.s un.Uv every condl
or
Valencia, n. M.;
"""i" rtiunju,
Hj goodbye under ill., most favorable
named hour and place.
Estanlslas Gariey. of Peralta v. m'
tio i. For .?.t.- by ail druggists.
Mc.MM.I.KN & IUVNOU1S
Itching Piles.
circumstances.
Manager Jules Mnr.
Any
person
who
deslree to protest
I'ilV lias proviile.i
Attorneys for (lustav Becker,
If yo.i are acquainted with anyone
i,..r uiih a snleiwlbl
MERCHANT TAILORING
.acainst the allowance of said proof.
company, and her
who is tiouMed with this distressing
production
wno
any
-Knows
Omaha,
of
Feb lii. l'.ti Crowe admits
substantial rea- for
ailment, you can do him no greater
Vacl.th." ".V:c(i Ado About UPSTAIRS,
OVER NO. 209 WEST lie knows where John 1. Bocheieiiei son under the laws and rp?iilnl-1ot
i
TOMMY
ot
n:nt
&iJ?MJ
to
try
him
to
tell
'tlld "M lrv
favor than
.ru't'" itr,
Cham
v
of the Interior department why such
RAILROAD
O.
AVENUE,
BAM- i, but
to tell.
usually handsome. '
berlain's Salve. It gives Instant relief.
proof should not be allowed will be
BINI, PROPRIETOR
a!-- o
nipples
cures
sore
This salve
Riven an opportunity at the above
weight
l
"ncavy
ru
2j
i.an'.i
v
for
SCOTTY'S WILD RIDt OX
tin: will
cents.
tetter and salt rheum. Price
mentioned time and place to cross
My mtrcnant taliorlns mop Is
uo.'bl."
Just
ti'e
druggists.
of
y
chauipi ir.shm
all
For gale
examine the witnesses of said claimour No. :f".i West Railroad ave- AND
r h' fining for
DEATH VALI.EV SPECIAL nue, where I solicit the patronage of
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
what lieei..:e they l.av.
the
CURE
LUNGS
not
THIS DAY IN HISTORY.
laiown.
the canmpionsliip
of that submitted bv claimant
the public. A'.l work guaranteed first
Life insuranci com
Feb. in,
s
minor,
Fit
nie
O'Brieti ciainis
MA NT' FX n. OTEUO. Register.
TO EE REPRODUCED ON
WITH
have had fifteen years' ex
STAGE class, as
pany presi-.b-nwent to j ill.
loughl for the lie.ivy veith: cbali.jii'in-bhl--)
perlence In the business. Suita made
'"SCOTTY'S"
NEW
S.
PLAY
Corporation lawyer
Feb.
Never Gripe or Sicken.
Huhlin
it.
and that h. won
to or ier. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
"KING OF THE DESERT MINE."
They
never
introduced lit ;!irae "comniurcial in-gripe
a sweeping ei, alien:',. lo
or sicken, but
f.r the
r.
.vr- ..:
repaired. T. o specific I use will not
crt.yt.s."
cleanse and strengthen the stomiuh
- ,
ebainiiioiisiii;., and ',h'i. be was
,
Th. passenger ib
Ladies' garments
injure the cloth.
t.'.ent
of
t f
liver
the
Millionaire sent to
1:
Feb. 19. l.i;t
and
by
bowels.
dt fault. coast
pur in a claim
This is the unlver
a
lines of the At
TOKSUMPTIOfJ
"ti, Trpeka & also cleauird lid waiklm; skirts made
jail for aut .'mobile scorching.
m
Pries
sal verdict of the many thousands
'
Bui wlieilur Hart and Bums battle Santa Ft.
V
iiany U sendinu to order, (live me a trial.
who
use
To identify a burglar v.bo bad
DoWitt's Little Early Klsers
O. BAMBINI.
j ' i
eo iuo iioiiii'i.(..-ui- i ....
our tilt; foil
ISOLDS
cop" covering the
.
rrce Trial.
t
c.V,....:.l I...
These famous little pills relieve head
I',.
stolen bi.s siivt'v::r;.
Inf. ,. t:,!vr ,.!,,.
im west nlav to l... br duced in the
."""u
When Marvin Hart and Tommv nd us"
ache,
.
,
coi.i-constipation, biliousness, laun
bronchitis and all I Sur-.-s- t
1. 1. .;!iill bo Kept, busy near future wi n
For
tae wise one.-" the
Cur lor
A Citizen want aJ will get the busi- Burns meet before the Pacific Athletic
dice, torpid liver, sallow complexion,
'
IXtath lunx i! - a ' use Conipound Syrup J THROATnU l:iucK
a oir. iltlller. r,., b th mill V'..
r od LUNG ',TROUI1.
ness. Try one.
club, at Los Angeles, on February 23, -th,
)..,mner'
.
r.
roie
etc
Try
i
Little Early RUerg.
.
ceim a bottle at' i Ui3, crlTONKl UACX.
, nere is r.o
.......
of Kuca: '"'.v v.vv.
doubt that the fame ot Kuppes.
Try a Citizen want ad.
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Rate Dill .Status

I

is no bettor than the present

x

in-

terstate commerce law so f; as affects regulation of
rates. Ho believes that the federal courts would feel at
liberty to Issue orders against any rate which the commission might try to put Into effect, and that the stay
order would supersede the orderof the commission and
leave the old rate in effect pending the final decision of
the court.

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS
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v
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xxi

xx i
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I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

O
"The Sunny Side of Soldier Life," Is
be delivthe title of the lecture to Thursday
ered by Rev. Mcintire next
In the Ijcad avenue Methodist church
for the benefit of the local post of
.

tne

G.

A.

It.

Admission

50

Young Men's Suits, Boys' Suits and
Children's Suits in the latest styles

cents.

Come out and help the local G. A. R.
Mrs. E. Spitz, 724 West Railroad
avenue, entertained a number of her
friends yesterday' morning with a 9
o'clock (breakfast. In honor of Mrs.
E'lseman of Bonton, and Mrs. Austrian
of Chicago. A largo number of guests
were present and the affair was delightful In every sense of tho word.
The Valentine party which was to
have been given by the Iowa Club
last week, and which was postponed
on account of tho Inability of those
n charge to have arrangements
de
sired completed satisfactorily, will be
given tonight at the homo of Mrs.
Fourteenth
North
Yarchnow, on
street.

Thus the commission would lie Just as helpless as It
Is at present, and the railroads would le aide to block
all regulation by litigation.
The president is disposed to agree with Taft s judgment The president is not a practical lawyer, and he
Admits that ho cannot determine these fine questions
of constitutionality and procedure himself; but he relies
n the laming and good faith of .Taft, Root, Moody and
Knox.
It Is admitted by everybody that an appeal may be
of
The approaching anniversary
taken to the courts to remedy a rate order which would
Washington's birthday, February 22d,
Is
any
which
It
rate
urged
Is
that
confiscatory,
but
was observed in the churches of Al
te
buquerque, last night, in place of the
unreasonable would be confiscatory to a certain extent.
an,
unreasonregular Sunday services. Hon. Geo.
A court, then, would have a right to enjoin
Kiock delivered a very interesting
able rate. But If the law furnished no other method of
lecture on the life of George Wash-Ingtoappeal the Injunction remedy would be the only possible
Solos by Mrs. Alters and J.
one, and this would leave the railways free to get an InWesley Beane were also features of
junction In every case of appeal to the court.
the services.
This is the consequence which the president wants
0
The "Stocking Shower" given by
o avwt- - He wants. If possible, to get some kind of a
Mrs.
H.
new
R.
Mitchner
the
cause
will
of West Gold
provision added to the bill which
avenue, Saturday afternoon, in honor
rate to go Into effect at. once, and to remain In effect
of Miss Ada Campfleld, was a delight
while the litigation is In progress.
ful affair, and exceedingly entertain
This Is the only way In which appeals by the railing and tinique. Miss Campfleld. the
shipping
no
to
Injury
the
ways can be made to work
guest of honor, is to bo married in
public.
the near future to Howard Clarke of
Something must lie done, the president says, to dishis city. Other guests present were
'
Miss Mabel Strong, Miss Erna Fer- courage litigation by the railways.
gusson, Miss Sue Dodson, Miss Helen
Several Rchemes have been suggested. One Is to
Hodey and Miss May Huzeldine.
assess the costs of all appeals against the railways.
O
Another Is to collect the full rate demanded by the rail- O 0000XXXXXC0X5CKXXXXX)XX0
The bal masque, to be given by the
way, and set aside, in custody of the court, the differlocal order of Elks, tonight, gives
promise of being an exceedingly en
ence between the old rate and the one proposed by the
of
joyable affair. Invitations have been
commission, this money to be held for the benefit
issued to all local and visiting Elks
shippers until the final decision of the case appealed.
and their lady friends, and costumes
Still another plan is to penalize the railways by a. sysfor tho occasion have been ordered
tem of costs which will increase as the length of Uie
XXMCOOCkO'00C0OOCKX?0000XXXX
from Denver and Los Angeles. The
appealed case increases.
finest music obtainable Jn this vi
Useless stuff lhat men threw cinity has been secured and nil in all
The president Is lotting the lawyers wrangle over
Rubbish. Waste.
opinion
express
any
was
says
will
he
not
dump.
That
question.
He
to
off
the
away and paid to have carted
the
the masquerade is expected to prove
until they get a little closer together themselves.
the basis of one or the greatest fortunes in England and one of the greatest social successes
ever given under the auspices of the
the stepping block to a peerage.
Urd Masham, who died the other day. had a career Elks.
tSftep
which was one of tho most, remarkable romances the
Mrs. H. G. BuUard entertained a
A petition asking for the expulsion of Senator T. C.
world of invention and manufacture has ever known. As
of young folks at her home,
Piatt of New York from the senate, which has been a young man he was a spinner In Yorkshire, who had number
221 West Sixth street, Saturday afsenate
the
was
laid
before
president,
vice
the
with
liled
his trade and owned some mills. One day ternoon, in ho.'or of her daughter,
a February ll'th, by that official. The document is in mastered
he came across a heap of silk waste Bertha, who celebrated her eighth
when
London
in
Washing-Iodue legal form, and is signed by C. W. Post of
The house was decorated
rope ends, leaves and sticks, all birthday.
dirty
up
with
mixed
D. C, and Is similar In tenor to the one filed by him
"Oh, for the occasion, and dainty refresh"What
together.
is that?" he asked.
knotted
ments were served during the course
near the close of the last congress.
simply rubbish.
It Is impossible to do anything with of the evening. Following is a list of
Mr. Post alleges that Piatt should be deprived of his
York-shir- e
spinner
from
was the reply.. But the trained
the guests present: Misses Winifred
eat, because aa president of the United Stales IJxpress it," knew
better. He bought the great heap of waste Turner. Helen Fee, Adelaide Hahn,
,
company u i au umir ui
cmu.uauiuu
at. For nearly Grace Baxter, Norinno and Hortense
slating of all the principal express companies of the
Switzer, Pauline and Rebecca Borra-dall- e,
I " "
"
"
re
thus
and
up
keep,
country," who
to
.rates
and Master Carl Oilman, Will-lafor the utilization of this waste. Then
machinery
mental'
strict and hinder trade and commerce.
and Harry Bullard.
produced
had
announcement
he
startling
that
came
the
The poition is supported by affidavits of Mr. Post's
the waste into
The "Banquet of States," to bo
.secretary, C. E. rtawson, and his brother, to the effect a machine which at small cost turnedtoday waste silk
The result is that
given by the ladies of the Congrega
fabrics.
beautiful
announced
interview,
of
course
an
In
that Mr. Piatt, the
pours into the great Mannington mills from all parts of tional church, tomorrow evening,, In
that he would fight the Post. Check bill, proposed by the world,
to come forth worth hundreds of thousands of the social rooms of the church, prom
Mr. Post, because Post Checks would lend to lessen his pounds.
ises to he an event in social church
express company's money order business, and that he
circles, long to bo remembered by
ot
is
only
because
It
no
waste.
is
there
In nature,
those
attending. Several well known
would oppose any other measures that, seemed against
to
limitations that the world is littered with what
local "after dinner" speakers will be
the interest of the express companies, as "what affected man's
Some day a ray of genius falls on hand to respond to patriotic
rubbish.
seems
him
one affected all."
And toasts and the banquet throughout
upon a dead heap of waste and turns It Into gold.
The petition was referred to the committee on privof wealth thus created remains in the world will be of a patriotic order. Twelve
the
form
be
to
It
is
consideration.
said
ileges and elections for
As a yearly product the product of gold of tables will accommodate those atMr. Post's intention to push his case against Senator for all time.
much less valuable than the hay, or eggs, tending, and each table will be pre
world
is
the
all
Piatt actively, before the committee. Congress has been or corn, or cotton. But these perishable products pass sided over by toastmasters and the
Jed by the nose by the express companies fax too long.
will rouse your enthusiasm
away, while gold is almost indestructible and remains. speakers
patriotism while you devour the
and
And so does the process for turning waste into wealth many good things tlv.t will be in
remain to permanently enrich mankind
cluded in the menu. To miss this is
According to the Phoenix (Ariz.) Gazette, the record
to show a lack of patriotism.
of embezzlements, forgeries, defaultings, and bank 0KXXXXXXX00XXXXX2XXX)C;00009
Mrs. J. A. Weinman entertained on
wrecking, in 1905, shows a large increase over that of
Saturday afternoon, at the Weinman
up
largest
Is
been
made
has
made
that
104, and
the
home, on Tijeras road, with a St. Val
since 1897. Its total is 19,1113,172. The lynchlngs reentine party. The decorations were
ported for 1905 are but KG, the smallest number since
after the manner of Valentine parties
in general, comic alentines adorning
1885. Of these lynchiugs, fio occurred in the south and
the walls, while smilax and numer
one In the north. Of the south number CI were negroes
ous red hearts were draped around
nd 4 whites. The number of legal executions In 1905
the rooms, the chandeliers and else
were 133, as compared with 116 in 1904.
The favors were dainty
lub woman has been advising young where.
A Chicago
The number of homicides and deaths by violence
married women who have to struggle against Insufficient heiyts, tied with red ribbons, aud the
T every kind In 1905, as reported by telegraph, shows a
adopt the "serene attitude" and find peace table cards were largo hearts tieu
9,212 as compared Income to
considerable increase over 1904,
of the same hue. Five
worry.
Another woman, who has recently come with ribbons
from
was the game of the after
with 8,482 In the latter year. One of the most lamentlias started a fad of the East Indian hundred
orient,
from
the
able features of the year's record of violence Ik the philosopher of "repose," and it Is running through all noon, and the prize, winners were
Mrs. Edward Medler, who won first
proof that
is Increasing. The number for grades
of New York society like wildfire. She teaches prize, a beautiful hand painted choc- -,
1905 Is 9,982, as compared with 9,240 in 1904. The pro
Is
to
necessary to human happiness
olate set; Mrs. Austrian, second
portion of suicides as between men and women remains that tho only thing
sit comfortably lit some quiet corner, fold your hands prize, a haudsonie cut glass bowl,
About the same.
lightly
firmly and keep softly saying "I'm" over to and Mrs. W. S. Strlckler, the conso
About twice as many men romntit suicide as women yourselfbut
dish.
you aro what she calls "in tune witu tne lation prize, a silver bon-bo- n
until
6,5titi
1905
every year. The numbers in
were
men and
About fifty ladies were present, as
Infinte."
guests of Mrs. Weinman, all vot
3,426 women. Physicians, as usual, head the list among
But the the
very sweet and enticing.
ing her a charming hostess.
professional men. The record of railroad disasters for good,All this sounds
expresses the
plain,
"laziness"
word
old
fashioned
the year shows a total of 3,142 killed and 10. 'Jul injured. whole doctrine better.
Wednesday afternoon, February 21.
It Is a fine philosophy for
In addition to those killed and injured on the steam
"Um the pupils of the high school and tho
Something
worry.
like
never
Turtles
turtles.
roads, 4C4 were killed uud 2,ti22 injured ou the electric
Lazing al ward schools will hold appropriate
is all thev ever have been known to say..
.and elevated roads.
In commemoration of Washday King, they have the "serene attitude" and the "re exercises
ington's birthday;.
Elaborate prothey
highest
that
perfection.
And it is said
grams have been prepared for the
Angeles Express, of twelve pose", in
According to the
worry
People who never
years.
live
occasion, which will bo rendered on
.samples of food analyzed by City Chemist Miller, two sometimes anythingl.noo
They may not the 21st, owing to the fact that Febdo
else of consequence.
iiave boon found to contain boric acid In sufficient quan never
ruary 22 is a legal holiday in the pubturtles, but they might Just as well be.
titles to be deleterious to health. One is the Magnet be Worry of the
Uiscon
lic schools.
In tho first grade of the
effort.
right
spur
to
Is
a
sort
brand of chipped dried beef, the other the White Label teno with wrong
step First ward scluxl the following profirst
mind's
conditions
the
is
gram lias been prepared and will lie
firand of smoked dried beef, both packed by the Armour toward right ones. Worry has
its uses. Who has not rendered
.Packing (company of Kansas City. Other foods which
:
the
scolds
und
dame
the
frets
noted
that
who
fusses
and
Class
America . . . .
were examined. Mr. Miller reported to the board of
the
makes
most
generally keeps the cleanest kitchen and
Address of Welcome. . Norma Crowley
liealth, he found contained traces of Uirlc acid, but m
best bread?
George Pratt
Like Washington
small as to be within the requirements of the ordinance
Very rinmll
Felipe Garcia
on the subject. The health Ixiard sent notices to grocers
Song "Ring Again"
Class
DESTINY OF CHINA.
known to be selling these brands of goods. lu the pub
Washington's Day... Pearl Soltwedel
and
Japau
of
destiny
The
hands
of
in
is
the
pure
China
iicity campaign to compel the sale of
foods or the
A Little Boy's Hatchet Story
Five years ago tile United States was
labeling of those which contain impurities, (be health llreat Britain.
Abraham Gussaroff
worl
Song "Down In Old Virgiua" ....
intard had decided to publish the names of tin; merchants in a iiosiilou to practically dictate to the other
wa
Luclle lxpla, George Smith
who sold such class of goods. Owing to the large nuin powers in preventing the partition of China. That
tier, this was found impracticable. However, consumers due to t lu even balance of power lietween the other na Dialogue "Three Little Mothers"..
Uuborta Jobson, Leonore Ford,
The elimination of Russia and th
sily remember the names of the two brands ud Hons f Europe.
an
Annie Crisly.
combination of lanan and Great Britain leave ail the
refuse to buy them.
Acrostic
Ten Boys
rest of the world in a minority.
Song "I'm Ashamed to lok My
of
integrity
Japan
If
(
desires
territorial
Chicago,
days
Dr.
that
the
at
a few
la all address
since.
Dolly in tho Eyes"... Mary Learning
Kenneth Ijeilh, profetsor of geology In the University of China remain inviolate, and that the present dynasty February Twenty-Secon- d
In
Rosa Dragoie
Wisconsin, predicted lhat the known deposits 'of iron continue in nominal power, subject to Japanese
Ked, White and Blue
ore' both of high and low grade, will lie exhausted In fluenee, that is ihe dir posit ion which wil bo made
Mary Pratt. Gladys Hayden. Hita
liuudred years. However, lest the people become Irighf-oed- . t'himi. Even Germany, or a combination of Germany
Kittenhouse, James K. Elder.
It Is well to remrmber that this is a day when and France, would hesitate to oppose tho naval strength
George Smith
General
Jroad and sensational statements seem to lc epidemic which Japan and Great Itritain would present in Asiatic Which
Lillian Buchanan
Woman's Sphere.
with
iucators. Our uwi territorial superintendent of waters.
Song "School Hoys' Troubles
The Chinee problem, so far as the I'nited States
school a is represented as saying that "there are still
Seven Itoys
per
the
to
iiiueerni"d, relates to China as a market and
tonty of counties in the territory where ihe school
Tlie Keasou Why .... Edward Clifford
country.
Tin
sonal safety of Americans residing in that
Secin' Tilings
Harold Jennings
is incouipctcut to teach the alphabet."
United Stales Is prepared to use nil necessary force ti Sou?
Tick. Tack. Toe"
Four Hoys and Four Girls
New Mexican: A Washington repoit Mates iliat protect American citizens and to insure free trading
t'jus.s
Question
privileges In the oriental market on un equality wiUi A Puzzling
1'resldeut Roosevelt respects and likes National CommiSong -- "Dof.n Ye Cry, Ma Honey..
.Mr. Luna is a the most favored nations.
In rarryiug out this policy
tteeman Solomon Luna of this territory.
Josephine Harrison
citizen of New Mexico of the highest standing and of the It is not probable that Great Britain or Japan will object New Mexico
Class
greatest patriotism.
That means tht he lll not rug-Kf- to the very vigorous measures which the Cuited State Iteniarks
Supt. ,. .;. ciarkc
thel
of
sense
Is
Sotig-'f- y
about to take to bring the Chinese to a
or advise anything Improper or unjust concerning
Own I'lllted Slates"..
obligations to American commerce.
w Mtfiioo affairs in Washington. Class
er

,

pring pring
pring
i, o

w

Alamo Hive, No. 1, I O. T. M., will
meet In Odd IVilows' Hall tomorrow
afterniKin, at 2:;t't o'clock, at which
Umo all members aro requested to
lie present, as the regular monthly
tea Will be held on that date.

President Roosevelt's ambition to be known as the
father of the American ship canal Is in keeping with the
,in.s nml WOrthy of his strenuous character, rlie great
Panama canal fills the public mind. But that is only a
He
.small part of President Roosevelt's canal plans.
would have the great lakes the hub of a mighty wheel
from which ship routes shall radiate In almost straight
lines to tho Atlantic, to the gulf, to the Pacific and even
to Ihe arctic. Altogether It is a stupendous undertaking,
!'; not a more stup-!.- . :o..s out than the constantly grow.
Ins traffic demand'.
The public Is apt thoughtlessly to regard inland
It is
waterway transportation as a thing of the past.
veil to be informed that while the tonnage of our foreign "xports exceeds tlr.t of any other country in the
world, it amounts to biit 5 per cent of the buil; wp send
hither anil thither between the states, niarlv b'l'.' of
We hear much of the
which is by water transportation.
commerce that Is to pass through the Panama canal, yet
our little Inland St. Clair river passes more actual tonnage than do all the ocean ship canals the world over.
It has been demonstrated mat It costs 25 cents to move
a ton of freight over a country road, seven mills by railway, two and a half mills l.y a small canal barge, and
car
but a fraction of a mill In the hold of a deep-watrier.
As an effective means of regulating railway rates
the Inland waterways beat all the legislation ever devised or proposed. A ship canal from New York to Oregon is no strange propostlon. Nature has done very
much toward it. Modern engineering may readily do
the rest. The deepening of the Erie canal makes one
great link In the chain. Tho completion of the ship
canal from St. LouIb to Peoria, there connecting with
the Chicago drainage canal, with a depth of twenty-tw- o
feet, will make another mighty link, fur the Missouri
Is navigable to the fotthllls of the Rockies, almost to
within hailing distance of the steamers on Flat Head
Lake, In Montana, that tdko freight down the Columbia
The Canadian government, which has
to the Pacific.
already connected the lakes with the Atlantic, has planned the deepening of the Nelson river, where In the
rainy season it overflows Into tho Mackenzie, connecting
President Roosevelt, In
the lakes with the Arctic sea.
his ambition to be known to posterity as the father of
the American canal. Is dreaming a glorious dream that
may come true.

Just now tho president 1h eomronieu vviui aimi
ne
admits to lie a v'ry puzzling lcnal coniplhat ion.
of
two
lawyers tn his own cabinet aro h!1 at s'a. No
amendments;
various
on
the erfoct of
them can asrro
whk'U are promised. Likewise the best lawyers in the
senate are In hopeless disagreement.
Secretary Taft thinks that the rate Mil as it has

jnst passed the houso
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A Rifle Given Away With Every Boy's Suit.

DUNLAP OPENING

DAY FEBRUARY 17

MANDELL

M.

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

h2 Policy

n.

f ftlhds Store
is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
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Not only means the

best shoeslbutit stands
equally for honest ad'

Very Proper

vertising.
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

Laziness Expresses
Serenity Doctrine

ocoxxxxxxxxxxxxxcoxooxkxxi
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Win. CHAPLIN

be-in-

iJ
;

STEAM

CARPET

CLEANING

NEW

THORNTON Tho, Cl.anar X
He Is the I
Cleans everything.
Furniture Man. Moving, pack- - V
ing and shipping, unpacking and T
setting up, and is no upstart at v
the business. There la no oth- er

Just Thornton. Both 'phones.

737 8outh Walter Street.

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

0
4

STAGE LINE

ANTONIO

HOME

a

I

st

.

CHILE

00o
121 N.

Third Street.

Wholesale Liquor and

lar

Dealers

MAKING CLAIMS WE CAN FILL

AND THEN FILLING THEM RIGHT UP TO THE BRIM, IS THE
REASON WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE
DRUG STORES IN THE SOUTHWEST.

OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
215
West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

11.

II.
BR1GGS
PK01-S.

Works

F. S. HOPPING, Proprietor
321 South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call

PURE

Auto Phone 601.

MELINI & EAKIN,

Crown Studio
Albuquerque

GROWN

Every Saturday.

FAIR

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Wniskles, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, at. Louis A. B. C- - Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

--

.

Special Sale

YORK

ARMIJO, Prop.

000C000000

Carries the Unitetf States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble A
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N, M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.

Novelty

o

0OO00
000C0
THE

self-murd- er

.

pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

shoes.

A

Crime Increasing

Is

3080

First St. and

I

Gold Are.

MISSION

PIONEER BAKERY

fc

ALVARADO

COMPANY

PHARMACY

Both Thoaes.

FURNITURE

Latest Desistis Just Received, from

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPBCIALTT
We desire patronage and we guar
antee first class baking.
Albuquerque.
207 8. First Street.

Ladies' Desks and Chairs. Customers' Plate Racks. Book Racks, Haf
Racks. Hall Trees. Library and rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cab- llru-L-

For colds, coughs, bronchitis and all
lung diseases, us Compound Syrup
60 ceuta a bottle at
of Eucalyptus.
Kuppe's.
Try a Citizen waot d.

The McBrian Furniture Go.

BIMO

SHOP OF THE CRAFTER

BAIAJ.NO,

iUfttll HHrl

0000000

m

J
I

VONOAY,

FEBRUARY

1,
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HIGHWAYMAN'' STOPS STAGE AND

"
Bold

KIDNAPS WEALTHY

Hold

CATTLEMAN

at

in 'Which 'Robber, Demanded

Up

Point of Gun, $1,000 From Robert Hannigan.
Took Place in Grant County.
The Kvenng Cltb.cn.
Silver City, N. M .. Feb. 18. Although very little Is being said so that
the public ran hear It. the authorities
here are dunilifoHndert by the boldness
with which a lone robber stopped the
Alma Btnge last Friday, and forcibly
took Roliert Hannigan. one of the passengers, away into the mountains,
where it la thought that he Is being
held fig hostage fcr a large sum of
money.
The full particulars of the hold up
have not been Riven out, but as far
as can be learned, Hannigan, who is
a wealthy cattle man running cattle
In the Gila forest reserve, It art loft
Alma, which Is about ninety miles
from here, und was coming to this
1lace on the stage. A short distance
from Alma, in a rough piece of country, a man appeared suddenly at the
roadside and held up the stage at the
muzzle of a Winchester, and Immediately explained to the driver that he
wanted only Hannigan. Calling the
man
cattle man outside, the hold-udemanded $1,000, and pointing his gun
at Hannlgan'g head, said that he was
going to shoot If he didn't get the
money.
Hannigan didn't, have the money,
ond the highwayman ordered the stage
to drive on. When last seen the cattle man and the brigand were standing In the stage trail. After the stage
had passed over a rise of ground,
scout wag sent back over the trail.
Nothing could be seen of the two men,
and It is thought that the highwayman took Hannigan to some hiding
place In the Mogollons, which are
nearby mountains.
According to the report, something
was said by the highwayman to Hannigan, when Vie latter first stepped
from the stage, about some cattle, and
from this it Is thought that the hold
Kcc',;i!

1

p

BELLIGERENTS

HELD

up was no other than Roliert Halli-niaa cuttle, man with whom Haani-Kahart trouble on one previous oc-

n,

casion. Holloman formerly ran cattle
vn the Gila reserve for Hannigan on
a per cent, and rn recent year the
two men fell out, Hannigan claiming
that he wasn't getting a square denT.
As a result of the quarrel Hannigan
took the cattle away from Halliman.
Halliman held
Shortly afterwards
Hannigan up and made him sign a bill
of sale. Hannigan had the paper made
void as soon as he got out from under
the gun and If Halliman was the lone
highwayman, this Is probably another
attempt to get even on the r.ittle
deal.
Hannlgun's friends tear for his welfare, not. so much tnat the highwayman will do him any! bodily Injury,
but the fear that he will suffer from
exposure, a he Is aliout 7o years ot
age.
The kidnapped man is tho father of
James W. Hannigan, of Iteming.
POSSE OUT AFTER
BOLD HIGHWAYMAN.

Special to The Evening Citizen. ,
Silver City, X. XI., Feb. 19. A posse
headed by James Hannigan, son of
Robert Hannigan, the cattle man taken
from the Alma stage on Friday, last,
left here last night for the scene of
to search for the missing
the hold-up- ,
man. Anxiety for the safety of the
elder Hannigan has Increased. The
stage driver has acknowledged that
he recognized Robert Halliman as
who Is considered one of
the hold-up- ,
the most desperate characters of the
southwest.
thoroughly
Young Hannigan
Is
aroused and the men who compose the
posse are In sympathy with him, and
If the elder Hannigan Is not found
safe and sound, Halliman will doubtless answer with his life.

"HOW

WH1TMAM
SAVED OREGON"

FOR GRAND JURY
Oscar Erickson and Amiro
Romero Will Have to Face
District Judge.

n

A

Patriotic Address Delivered
by Rev. Rollins at First
Methodist Church.

ASSAULT WITH DEADLY WEAPONS

NARRATIVE

Bernalillo county grand Jury
will consider, among the sundry other
matters slated, the cases of Oscar
Krickson and Amiro Romero, two belligerents who figured in a rather sensational meloe at an early hour Saturday morning at an Albuquerque hostelry, both being employes. The story
appeared exclusively in The Citizen
Saturday.
Romero, it will be remembered, was
making a round of tho premises, when
he encountered Erickson, a cook, in
the kitchen. Erickson, who it is alleged had been ddnking and was in
an ugly mood, attacked Romero with
a long butcher knife, and in defending
himself with a heavy stove poker, the right arm of ErickBon was
broken in two places by Romero and
an ugly scalp wound inflicted. The
arrest of both men followed.
In police court this morning Romero
waived examination
and furnished
bail for his appearance before the next
grand jury.
Erickson is still in ths hospital and
will probably remain there for some
lays yet. As soon as he can appear
in Klico court it is thought that he
will be charged with assault with a
deadly weapon, and likewise held to
await the net ion of the grand Jury.

The patriotic services at the First
.Methodist church
last evening were
very largely attended. The great, auditorium was crowded to its utmost ca
pacity, even the aisles were filled with
chairs, and a Citizen . representative
",v
' was present.
By Invitation
of the pastor the
Grand Army of the Republic and kindred organizations of the city attended in a body. There was a large rep
resentation of these orders occupying
reserved seats.
The music was of a very high order and exceptionally fine.
The decorations were elaborate and
displayed great taste. Flags only
were used, but they were in evidence
everywhere.
Dr. Rollins spoke on "How Marcus
Whitman Saved Oregon." He said
'
.
in part as follows:
The names of Livingstone, XIcKay
and Commodore Perry are those wi.-- i
which we reckon In the historic adjustment of the world. But what shall
we say of the heroes of our own wonderful laud? I desire to tell you the
story of one whose history Is stronger than any fiction! There is no more
thrilling story in the history of our
great country than the life and work
of Dr. Whitman.
In 1832 "Oregon" comprised
all
that is now known as Washington,
Oregon, Idaho and a part of Wyoming.
In resiKinse to an appeal from some
Indian chiefs who traveled from the
mouth of the Columbia river to St.
lvouis, two missionaries, Dr. Whit;
man, layman, and Rev. Samuel Parker were sent Into the great northwest. This was done, however, after
the mission lioard of the Methodist
Episcopal church had sent men and
spent much money In this region.
After two years of service, Dr.
Whitman saw the necessity of reinHe
forcements, and returned east.
returned with a few associates, and
the promise of more to follow.
On this trip Dr. Whitman married,
and Xlrs. Whiuuau was the first white
woman to cross the Rocky mountains.
The Christian foundations of this
great territory were laid with three
"w's," Whitman, wagon and woman.
This man Whitman was the first to
take a wagon over tho threatening

,
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M0DJE5KA TICKETS
SAME AS HOT CAKES
SO RAPID WERE THE SALES AT
MATSON'S
STORE THIS MORNING.

VERY

.-

INTERESTING

-

-

When XIanager XIatsou opened the
Rale of tickets, to subscribers only at
8 o'clock this morning, there was 138
persons in line, and before the rusn
came to an end about $800 worth of
reserved seats for the Xlodjeska performance had been sold.
It was a
pretty strenuous hour and a half for
Manager Xlatson, Xlisses Bangs and
Sowers, and Donald McCIannahan, but
they kept their temper and rattled off
tho tickets, not. forgetting the cash,
at a Ro!ert J. Pacing gait. "And,'
spoke XI r. Xlatson, "all secured good
Keats, with a few choice ones left for
the late comers."
As announced in The Evening Citizen sale of seats for the public gen- height.
erally will open on Wednesday, Feb.
After six or seven years of untir21. Tickets for the Xlotljeska engageing labor Whitman discovered the in
ment. $1, $1 oil and 12; lox seals
tended purpose of England to olonize, through the Hudson Bay company, this vast section, and by the
FUNERAL WILL TAKE
process of colonization, to hold the ter
PLACE IN OLD TOWN ritory.
Although late in October. 1842,
The funeral ceremonies over the re- Whitman determined to make the trip
mains of Xlrs. Severo Sanchez, who to Washington and lay before the presdied Saturday morning from stomach ident and congress the alarming controubles, will take place Tuesday ditions as they existed.
This Journey was undertaken lu the
morning, tit 10 o'clock, from the
church of San Felipe de Neri, in Old face of what seemed to promise, not
Town.
The funeral cortege will merely suffering, but certain death.
leave the family home in Ranchoc .Most of tho journey was taken alone
de Atriseo, Tuesday morning, at S Guides were lost, but the undaunted
o'clock, and proceed to the church, courage of this man knew no turning
whero services will take place at the buck.
At Fort Hall, near the present site
The pall
nhove mentioned hour.
of Boise, Idaho, our hero turned south,
bearers will be O. X. Marron, U.
A. Harsch, Jesus Romero, Frank and later found the old Santa
Fe
Xlrs. trail, making a detour of more than
A. Hubbell and W. I). Xletzger.
Sanchez was tho wife of County Com- l.oou miles to escape some of the danmissioner Sanchez, and leaves a hus- gers and rigors of winter.
At Santa Fe he rested for some
band and seven children to mourn
her loss. All friends of the family days and then pushed on. His hands
and feet were frozen, his horses dteq
are invited to attend the services.
from exposure and fatigue, his buckskin clothing was torn to shreds by
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
the blasts of winter, but his was a
courageous soul he pushed on.
second-hanGentlemen'
WANTED
Oh. the horrors of that
winters
clothing. No "15 South First street, tide: Ho heard
not
screams ol
south of viaduct. Send address and the storm, but above the
will call. R. J Sweeney, proprietor. beloved Pacific slope them, from his
O--v
"The first low wash, of waves
ALFALFA SEED A No. 1. E. W. Where noon should roll a human sea."
FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
Early In Xlareh Ue reached Wash

-

ington. Daniel Webster, then secretary of state, received him sooly, even
unkindly, and fcneered at the idea of
taking a wagon across the Rocky
mountains. To this, Whitman replied:
"I took it there, and have it yet."
President Tyler received him more
kindly and said: "Your frozen and
tattered clothing ure your sponsors."
The mission board that sent, him
well refused to
him because
he had left his pst "without permission."
His mission w as successful.
with a colony of mote than
800 people and 12" wagons.
At this same session of congress.
Webster, in speaking against a proposed establishment of a mail route
between tin? t ast and the great northwest, said;
"To what use can we ever hope to
put these great deserts of cactus and
prairie dogs? What can we ever do
with this wr.it.trn coast, a eoasf of
3.0(111
miles,
cheerless, and
without a harbor? What use have we
for such a country ? I will never vote
one cent from the public treasury to
place the Pacifi roast one inch nearer
Hoston than It is toiiay."
For some years these heroes labored on, giving themselves without
stint, to the needs of the natives.
More colonists followed, and the plan
of Great Britain was checkmated by
one man, and he a hern of profound
faith. This man, .Marcus Whitman,
has the honor of having placed three
If not four of the stars which forever
shine In our field of blue.
And they reeeived
the martyr's
crown in the awful massacre at the
hands or those for whom they had
lived and toiled.
For more than fifty years their
Indies lay burled In the trench where
the friendly Indians placed them the
morning after the awful night of hor
rors. Xo monument, no tone seemingly forgotten.
But later, a shaft wa raised, and
then In Philadelphia a bronze statute
was unveiled, and still later the dream
of Dr. Kels was realized, and the
splendid institution known as Whitman college at Wulla Walla, Wash.,
was established.
"Oregon" cost the United States
government no war. no money, save
In part of the original vast territory
by purchase, but the Methodist board
of .Missions spent $250,000 and the
Congregational
boards more than
$oii,ooo.
And here we aek, "Do missions pay?"
Heroes such as these cause the
Chrisllan faith to shine as the stars,
forever and ever.
The enternal snows of Xlt. Shasta
and St. Elias hold their fame in spotless whiteness, while the ence vast
soMtudes of the Columbia, "where
rolls the Oregon," forever echo the
heroism of these simple missionaries
of the cross.
Heroism is all of the same blood.
Those who blazed the western wilds
those wh ) preserve the honor of the
flag and such as build noble structures for the oncoming years.
Freedom and HlKrty have been the
watchwords from the beginnings ol
our history. Human life must evei
be an evolution toward a higher order
of manhood.
"Amid the storm they sang.
And the stars heard, and the sea.
And the scttnding isles of the dim
wooda rang.
To the anthems of the free."
rnck-lKMin-

REO MOUNTAINEER
FORERUNNER

and Reported by

DECREASED

GOOD

COMPANY

G

TAX LEVY

e

SJJU.UUU.
XI r. Safford also
stated that all the
counties were In good financial condition, with sufficient money on hand
to carry on courts and to meet outstanding Indebtedness Incurred during tho past year, almost without a
single exception.
When asked lor the outlook as to
tho assessment for 190t, lie stated
that he expected an increase in the
total assessed valuation of the terri
tory of between $2,0iu,000 and $3,0oo,-anthat as a natttial consequence
the territorial levy should be proxr- tlonately decreased for the year 190C,
He also said the assessors in the
several counties of the territory would
bo promptly at work on XIarch 1, In
the discharge of their official duties.
Some slight changes had been made
principal of
in the tax schedules,
which he has had printed in the
schedules the values as fixed by the
territorial board of . equalization on
the various classes ot property ul- jeet to taxation. This will be a great
beuilit to tho assessors in securing
an equitable assessment in tbelr re
spective counties, as well as a source
of valuable
Information to the tax
payer when making his returns.
Mr. Safford is on his way south to
check u p some of the southern conn
ties.
d

ROADS

Testimonial

to

In-

Price

$1

Box Seat
CURTAIN

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

to

Albert Faber

$2
3

RISES AT 8:30

SHARP.

Seats on sale at XIatson's Monday.
February 19, at 8 o'clock, fur subscribers only.
Sale opens for the public on February 21.

We carry ft complete stock ot
motors for alternating and direct
currents.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

i

HOUSE WIRING

South western
Electric &

BREAD
MAKER

I

fined $5.
.1. H. Overstreet,
arrested on complaint, of Xlrs. ISelle Savely of the
Minneapolis lodging house, was ar-

raigned
Justice of the peace
Craig, convicted of attempting to defraud i botuding bouse keeper, and
sentenced to pay a $15 fine. Over-stresubsequently agreed to settle
with the Xlinneapolis landlady, and
upon the condition that he did so
satisfactorily, the fine was eliminated
and only the ct.sts held against him.
Officer Kennedy arrested William
Schultz this afternoon nnl locked him
up on ihe charge of intoxication.
A ma. i who gave the name or
Kckarts was locked up this afternoon
by the police,
charged with being
et

drink.

Frightfully Burned.
Chas. W. Moore, a machinist,
ef
Ford City. Pa., had his hand frightfully burned In an electrical furnace
He applied Ducklen's Arnica Salv
with tho usual result, "a quick and
ormanent cure." Greatest healer on
earth for Burns, Wounds, Sores, Eczema and I Piles. :'5c, at all druggists.

Lucero

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

t 2 0 West Railroad

Avenue

JOSEPH

La

SMOKE

THE

and

ODOR OF A REALLY
CIGAR

smoking

No gentleman
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Myer,

Real Estate

A.

SAMPLE AND 0
CLUB ROOMS

them-HtTve-

noed

RAILROAD

AVENUE-

-

RENTALS

AND

and

Ranches

Farms

THE FIRST LESSON

and

BREAD

IN

Correspondence Solicited,
123 S. Third St.,
AU1UQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

T

MAKING.
.11. iv.l

1mnAn.

..

i

the selection of proper flour,
There Is no difficulty about this if X
Empress flour is chosen. It Is so 4
gooa and manes gucn sweet, wnite
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use it for that very
reason.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

i

M. BERGER,

JT

Wholesale Agent,
114 West Copper Ave.

a

In Bond.

J

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KT.

0
f

0
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THE CELEBRATED

Bottled

,.

v

rVafirSiK fill i
r:uiwiL-ii

.

"'TOT?"

I

VRADC MARK

'6

& EAKIN

fflM

LOW PRICES

199.

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchlladag on the Mexican
style, go to South Third street, corner
bo
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will
.serve.i promptly at any hour of the
night. Prices will bo from 25c to 30c.

M. GRENADINO

FURNITURE,

CROCKERY,
AND

STOVES

mm

;

.

RANGES
r
i

Borradaile

& CO.

t

.

EASY PAYMENTS

Comnfiesion.
JW. MASTERS.
118 West Gold Ave.

f

J. RICHARDS

113J4 WEST

AVE.

EXCHANGE

?

fear to
ask permission to smoke a WHITE
LILY CIGAR in tho presence of his
sweetheart or best girl, aa they are
remarkable for the fragrance and purity of their smoke.

N. Second St., Both Phones.

Automatlo Pbone,

SATURDAY EVENING Furniture Crated For Shipment
Sold on

.

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

GOOD

Sole Agents.

HAPPILY WEDDED LAST

Finest Whiskies

is enjoyed by most ladles in spite ot

their objections to

MONUMENTS

ME LIN

3

HAVANA CIGARS
Rich and rragrant
Sold by all Dealer

Superintendents
Fairvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

&

0

ClmtHI

Albuquerque, N. M.

UP TO DATE SIGNS
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Furnishing Line

Go To
Saturday evening at the parsonage
insurance; reab
of the Lead Avenue .Methodist church
notary
public.
Hev. J. (. Rollins united in marriage Room S, Cromwell Block. Albuquerque
W. J. Wallise ami Kflie XI. Livings323 South Second 8t.
Automatic Telephone. 174.
ton.
Highest price paid for household
parties
contracting
are
resiThe
kooiIs. New and second band goods
dents of Albuquerque. They are reand sold. Phones:
Store
lulit
ceiving the congratulations of friends
Red :.s2; House Black 263.
today and best wishes
a successful journey through life.
&
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
Johu H. XlcCabe, of Omaha, Xeb.,
LOANS
special anetit of the t'nited States
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
treasury department, is in tho city
phone 461.
Autcmstto
Room 17, N. t. Armljo Building.
transacting official business.
It' .cm 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

fr

The St. Elmo

j

UNDERTAKERS

Wootton

Machine Works J

f.

STRONG BLOCK.

201-21-

Go.

R.
MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftlin.
Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front tor
Buildings.
Rmpmlrm on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east ulde ot railroad track.
Albuquerque. H. M.

0. W. Strong's Sons

with being drunk and disorderly,
said Judge Crawford. "Do you plead
guilty or not guilty?" Shaw hesitated a moment, and then dryly replied: "Why. I'm guilty, but how did
you happen to find it out?"
Tho court answered the n.uuiKinL' In
terrogation with a hearty laugh, and
concluded with "Five dollars or five
days."
K. J. Dugan. who was arrested Friday night with about S75 in bis nossession, gloriously drunk, and released
witn a j nne, was later in the day,
(Saturday), rearrested at the .Minneapolis rooming h..use with another
large sized "package" on. It cost Dugan $15 In police court this morning.
. Fred Pise pleaded guilty
In jioilee
court today to being drunk and was

Construction

6. E. Induction Motor

Albuquerque' Foundry and

not touch the
douch.

Albuquerque
Hardware
j
Company

ANDJSTORAGE

AND EFFIE
W. J. WALLISE
M.
LIVINGSTON
WERE UNITED IN
MARRIAGE.

H.--

Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

The hands do

COURT

0

216 South Second Street.

tnixes and kneads
bread thoroughly
in Three Minutes.

The Yellow Fever Germ
has recently been discovered. It
bears a close resemblance to the malaria germ. To free the system from
dlstaso gorms, the most effective
remedy Is Dr. King's New Life Pills.
Guaranteed to cure all diseases due to
malaria poison and constipation. 25c FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE,
at all druggists.

SPECIALTY.

Fixtures

aiNTVF!)Wr

Yesterday thirty-on- e
members ol
Company G. national
guards, were
out at the rifle range, Just beyond the
Santa Fe hospital, for target practice
and skirmish runs. Each man was
equipped with ten rounds of ammunition, and a lively sham battle took
place In the afternoon.
The company left the armory at 9
o'clock and remained out all day, taking cooking utensils, coffee and rations with toem, and a mess tent.
Adjutant General Tarkingtnn has
informed Captain Kuppe that ho will
furnish equipment for fifty men for
Company G, and in view of this fourteen more recruits are needed to fill
out the conpany.

A

Electric, Gas & Combination

.
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE,

SKIRMISH RUNS ON TARRANGE
FOURTEEN MORE
RECRUITS NEEDED.

I

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

Tour tinder the direction of
MR. JULES MURRY.

MADE
GET

FURNITURE

t

-

"LADY MACBETH."

GOES

208 WEST SILVER

s

RUGS AND CARPETS

MODJESKA

OUT FOR PRACTICE

T. A.

s

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

-

Charles V. Safford, traveling aud
itor of the territory, is in the city to
day, and in response to the question
as to the conditions over the territory, he stated that the year 1905 was
probably tho best year, financially,
XI r.
the territory has experienced.
Safford stated that he had finished
checking all the counties ef the territory on the 1905 business, with the
exception of four counties, and the
result was very satisfactory indeed
The collections for the year 1905 from
uireet taxation and other sources
alter eliminating the sale of bonds,
exceed the l'jtt4 collections in the
twenty-oncounties checked by about

t

Mme. Helena

W. H. hrw was one of three men
who stood oefore tho bar of Justice In
police court this morning, charged
with intoxication.
"You are charged

Traveling Auditor Charles
V. Safford.
PREDICTS

Farewell

The advance "guard" of the "Reo
.Mountaineer" automobile party ar
rived in Albuquerque yesterday, in the
person of David rnssett, one of the
young men who are traveling from
the Pacific to the Atlantic coast In a
large touring ear.
Xlr. FiiBsett came in from Gallup on
Xo. 2 and returned to that place last
evening on Xo. 1, with a large quantity of stores and provisions.
According to this gentleman, the
party Is again on its way eastward to
.New York, for he said
the Journey
would be resume this morning. The
car will take lta time between Gallup
and this city, and is not scheduled to
reach here before Wednesday.
.Mr. rassett explained to a represent
ative of The Evening Citizen that all
the touring cars were furnished them
free by the Reo .Manufacturing company, but that their mission was, nev
ertheless, in the Interests of the good
roads movement. They are Calking
strongly for the proposed national
highway between Xew York and Chi
cago, and report much encouragement
from county and city officials thus far.
Xot until this highway is a reality
will automoblling
and all sorts of
cycling reach that stage of popularity
such as promoters of such sports predict for it.

POLICE

ON PROSPERITY
Seen

OF

INTERESTS

JUST RECEIVED

FEB. 24

SATURDAY,

Here Wednesday.

FIVE.

S
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Yesterday-Par- ty

INTERESTING ITEMS
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Elks' Theatre
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Came to City From Gallup
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Chas. L. Keppeler
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made $350 on that 60c," said a
prominent Albuquerque business man,
on the completion of his conversation
over the Long Distance Telephone.

A
m

A

MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toll lines of

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

18 N.

T. Armljo Building.

LOW RATES

f
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UNCLE JOE FEELS HE

BURR

IS EVEN WITH
House Has

Demands

Fun-R- oot

SENATE
Gros-ven-

Merit-So- me

HTOSK

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1906.

SAYS JAPS

Communication Made Easy

ARE AGITATING AGAINST US

El Paso & Southwestern System

or

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Neglected Lincoln

Gossip-Congr- ess

Rock Island System

Struck Patterson.

Anniversary-W- ho

FROM

CITIZEN'S SPECIAL

NATIONAL

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with twothrouflh
trains dally, carrying standard and tojrist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time

CAPITAL

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
Special Correspondence.
Washington. I. C. Feb. 10. All
eyes on Iho United States senate!
Never before, probably, in the hi
lory of the country was ihere opportunity to observe 1hat nueust body
with so much profit. Adroit and artful dodger that the senate is, it at
last finds itself in a position where re-H
must do business it accept the
sponsibility. The arts and subterfuge
no
that have availed It In the past replonger will snfllre. The house of
It.
resentatives has
When Joseph O. Cannon of Illinois,
was elected speaker of the house he
entered upon the office with one great
ambition, to restore the house of representatives to its wonted place In the
confidence of the people and the councils of thf nation and to reduce the
senate to a coordinate Instead of a
dominant factor In the legislative
branch of government.
However he may have leen led
aside hy the t xigeneles of situations,
however he tuny have appeared to
temporize and even falter in his
"Uncle Joe" Cannon has never
lost sight of his main objective. The
house of representatives had not lost
its prestige in a day; the speaker was
wise enough to know that more than
a day was necessary for Its restoration. More than once he inarched up
a hill to meet the senate, and then
inarched down again. Because the
time had not arrived.
congress conWhen the
vened last December there was public
expectation that certain policies ol
government conspicuously advocated
by President Roosevelt would be enacted Into law. Speaker. Cannon
thought he saw the opportunity he
hud awaited. With one exception, he
was in sympathy with the policies the
That one expresident advocated.
ception was revision of the tariff. Mr.
Roosevelt was inclined to favor revision though not insistent upon im-a
mediate action. Mr. Cannon
stand-patte- i
of the deepest dye. Could
there
this difference be reconciled,
way.
would be no obstacles In the
The result was the now famous
between president and
agreement
tariff
speaker that, for the time being,
should be relegated to the background
policies pushand other administration pact
ha been
ed to the front. The In spirit.
No
Kept to the letter and
emanatmention of tariff revision has
all opposied from the White house;
policies
other
president's
the
to
tion
been
has
house
in the
has nassed the railroad
Philippine
rate bill: It bas passed the
me
Binnmw
passed
bill;
has
it
tariff
Tksed the emergency ap
l.m. if
propriation for continuing work on the
Panama canal. Nothing, in fact, which
president has asked of the house
the
v,aa Ucti tailed him.
be- And now the country Is asked to
iirhtunua
nresldent aim
i,i.4
house of representatives
Policies of legislation which the coun
try wanted, or which at least it nam
i,m maiio to believe it wanted,of have
that
been advanced to the mercies
trreat obstructionist, the united unea
senate. What will tne senaie ou:
That ia the Question which the sen
atr cannot escape. All Its adroitness
nrt n.ti it to avoid the issue
if these measures upon which the public mind la set fail of enactment into
law, the senate must shoulder xne re

sliould pay a man ll,0on a year who
has not the ability to earn JN00. Judged by any standard which prevails in
private businesM.
upset the
Why, the man would
whole order cf life In Washington.

For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

The theory has been that appointment
to office after passage of a civil service examination assured a man a Job
for life, no matter what his capacity
or aptitude for actual work might be.
The idea seemed to bo that a maximum of salary for a minimum of work
was a sort of premium the government was willing to pay for the sake
of getting people to pass the examina
tion. In other words, tnat the Tatlng
secured at the examination was the
chief thing, the work done after appointment to office being a wholly secondary matter.
Mr. Root doesn't appear Li attach
so much importance to the examination. He has been known to promote
a clerk who made only eighty In the
examination over the head of a clerk
who had a rating of ninety, for the
wholly trivial and Immaterial reason
that "the clerk who made eighty did
the better work. He has even dis
charged clerks with brilliant civil ser
vice examination records on the ridiculous ground that they were Incapable
of doing work that was of any considerable value of the department.
Now, the state department force of
clerks is comparatively small. Mr.
Root has hundreds rf clerks where
and
Mr. Shaw and Mr. Hitchcock
some of the others have thousands.
Taken as a whole, It will not matter
vitally what views Mr. Root may hold,
THE SULTAN OF SUUU A DATTO GREETING SECRETARY TAFT.
but suppose his Ideas should spread.
Philippines even now. But it Is a tons of sugar consumed in this counWashington.
19. Burr McinFeb.
of
With a. system of actual. Instead
theoretical merit Introduced into the tosh, who accompanied the Taft con- fact that every night they are allow- try in 1904? Of that only l.TOO.OOO
treasury and interior departments, the gressional party on the tour of the ing speeches to be made In their towns tons was produced by the United
against the Americans. And they all States and Its dependencies. And all
wall that would ascend Is something
orient with nine cameras, secured blame our president as the man who the Philippines ask is that they be
terrible to contemplate.
3,0uf negatives on the trip.
He had kept them out of their indemnity."
allowed their share of that 2,000,000
The Philippine question, he says, tons.
Grosvenor's Seat Not Steady.
the aid of two assistants on the voyIs 100 per cent bigger than anyone
"There Is not a single congressman
General Charles Henry Grosvenor, age, and carried along two tons of guesses
who Is Interested In sugar who, if he
it Is.
dean of the Ohio delegation In the baggage and supplies. His enterprise
"There are 1.800 of the Islands, and gave his honest opinion, would admit
house of representatives, has told his cost him nlKjut 110,000.
are sixty-threthere
different lan- he thought their coming In would inprobable
he
not
that
friends that it is
great
in guages spoken there. It would have terfere with his constituency In twenty
problem
a
sees
Mcintosh
sixtieth
to
secure
can
the
been better If we could have gotten years. Not in fifty one of them concongress. There has long been strong the orient. He says:
"The Japanese are a great people. rid of the islands at the start, but we fessed to me.
opposition to General Grosvenor in his
about couldn't. We had to take them. It
"No, they are not at all capable of
own district, but strenuous fighting They d;:n't know anything
All they know Is work and would have been like throwing a baby
two
within
but
and adroit maneuvering have time luxury.
But they have got a bad to the wolves to let them go. But we generations I believe they will be.
after time enabled him to overcome it. loyalty.
government's
representatives
He is convinced now that at last his knock in the eye financially, and it are perpetrating a big crime against Our
going to take them a great many them In this country today. The gen- there are doing all they can to enfoes will triumph. General Grosvenor Is
tlemen who are interested In leet able them to govern themselves quick73 years of age; he has lost much years to get. back on heir feet.
"Many think there wlfl be trouble sugar are holding up the whole situa- ly, but the senate is going to hold it
of his taste for conflict, and his fight
bet wet-us and the Japanese some tion there now.
all up. The various sugar interests
ing edge is dulled.
"Did you know there were 3.000,000 are going to hit them In the head.'
Few men in public life have had a day, and that they are coveting the
more picturesque career than this
Santa Claus of the house." Next to
Speaker Cannon he is more readily
OF
recognized by visitors in the gallery
than any other member of the house,
and when he rises to speak he is sure
to have an lnteresed audience. It has
London, Feb. 19. Europe's annual
been suspected that General Gros expenditure on her great fleets of
venor Is not wholly sincere in. a good warships, which amounts to KKi.oott,- debating. ono a year, Is regarded as a commis
deal of his
Especially is this the case when his sion paid for booming trade and lor
democratic opponent, happens to be insuring the protection of commerce.
the Hon. Champ Clark of Missouri.
Those old world countries that are
Grosvenor and Clarlc "do" the Chau- constantly drumming up trade like
-tauqua circuits together in the sum- England. Germany and France are
mer months and they have been ac steadily at. work adding stronger ships
cused of performing the hippodrome to their navies yearly, while tho coun
act in congress for the advertising tries that are not to the forefront com- there is In It.
men ially, like Spain and Ialy, permit
Without regard to tho truthfulness their warship strength to be more and
If TO TOE ORIENT
of this charge of Insincerity, It must more outranked by their strenuous!
s
be admitted that General Grosvenor
position in the house makes him one rivals.
Kiionsibilit v.
sty
It Is a European axiom that a nation
of
the most influential men in public
In
i
Thproforn
Sneaker Cannon
com
cannol have a great over-sen
committee
life.
As
member
of
the
ecstaev. "Ijt the galled lade wince on
and that
rules ne snares witn air. uaizui merce without battleships,
my withers are unwrung," is the state
follows the flag of a war fleet
trade
lieu
of
chief
Pennsylvania,
title
the
of
of mind in which he views his handi tenant to the speaker, and not a week more closely than the flag of an army.
work.
Far eastern commerc eis particu
goes by but that he is put forward to
up- - larly susceptible to the Influence of."
majority
policy
of
some
the
defend
me dependence oi irauuig mups m i ne uriuaii iieei
House's Fun Over Whipping Post.
uiajsl mi iut
n which the democratic batteries i warship. British traders in unina oi
io me ihuk
iu jhoh-- l xikii.
owe their strengtn ve'ry largely to wie uttun mhi.
It was a merry hour the house of have been opened.
representatives had on Monday when
visits paid Chinese iorts by expe'rience of Europe, if the United Russian molestation, and its work dur- Grosvenor has a bite In his tongue
stale's liau a strong rueinc neei, witn ing rue two years oi nosunues uiucn
flvlim th union lack.
the bill introduced by Representative
but
squirm,
opitonents
makes
his
that
Fiiiirnncan traders will not pe ne- - proper naval bases to Keep tne war- - more man paid lor us maintenance
"Bertie" Adams of Pennsylvania, pro older members still chuckle over the
of a dav when J. Ham Lewis, the "pins trate into the orient unless they know ships up to a maximum degree of etllfor a decade. If the United States
viding for the establishment
whipping post for wife beaters in the whiskered statesman from Wushing thev will have a pcwerful fleet at their ciency, there would be no withstand-- had had a great transpacific comment:
war, with
rush of transpacific traders, during the
District of Columbia, was up far con ton." now city solicitor of Chicago, backs to supixirt them. They know lug the
lor took hold of the veteran Ohioan and that if their country were engaged iu The presence of American Ironclads no better warship protection than exsideration, and, incidentally,
tney isted during 1904-5- , it would have sufslaughter. The humorists of the house made him look like a school boy who warfare with a great maritime power, would give them tne connuence over-lier fered a loss that would have required
had not really had an Inning since the had Just been licked. It Is the only and had no fleet of her own to protect , now lack In the stability of the
transoceanic commerce, the prof-- aea markets, and their safety from the years to make good.
session began, and this was an oppor time, they declare, that Grosvenor
There are no exceptions to the rules
tunity of which they made the most was ever silenced by an opjKjnent in its of years could tie destroyed by a eommetcial claim jumpers or other
of oversea trade and the United States
(nations.
hortile'fleet in a few weeks.
Mr. AdaniB, who, by the way, is a the game of ridicule.
During the war between Russia and ins got to pay for warship drummers,
Jiachelor. was in deadly earnest about
The comparatively small amount
Is bo! Japan, only the power of the llrttish Just as Europe does if America Is gotrade
hla bill, and It took him some time to Did Not Observe Lincoln's Birthday of American far eastern
realize that he w as being baited. Ollle A good deal of comment has been tieved in Europe - be due to the dls- - navy saved English commercial houses ing to participate se'rlously in the race
James cf Kentucky started the fun aroused this week because Abraham ngard at Washington of the doctrine from the greatest loss in the far ta.st. for oriental commercial prominence.
hv offering an amendment that Instead
Lineolns birthday was not observed
of within a prison lnclosure the
ESTANCIA TO SELEBRATE
whippings should take place on by congress. It is pointed out thift the refused to abide by the mandate of his RAYNOLDS MAY BRING
New lork stock exchange, the Chi party majority.
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY.
SUIT AGAINST DEFAMERS.
Pennsylvania avenue in front of the cago
of trade and other tnstitu
A special dispatch from Las Vegas,
Like a good many other things that s
The Epworth league social, In celePeace monument. Mr. Malum, who is tions b.ard
exclusively
conducted
for the sound well in theory, Senator Pattr-son'- dated February 10, says:
one of Mr. Adams' Pennsylvania col advantage
of Washington's birthday anof those bulls and lvears
llaynoli'.s bration
Had
Secretary J. Wallace
lacks practicability.
leagues, wanted the bill amended to who
niversary will be given at the- Valley
popullattc there stand
used to excite the
involved,
city
through
this
passed
principle
the
evenirs
a
moral
provide that "common scolds, com frenzy,,
leen
all observed the anniversary, the case
' monly called hell cats," should
be
would have been different, on his way from Washington, wnithoi h til the evening of February 21,
congress
while
continued
its
Ialors.
Ho
of February 23, as at first ad
river.
but the question was solely one of he was called Li answer charges
ducked in the Potomac
In this connection it also is recalled expediency, and eve-Republicans brought against him by enemies. The vertised, says the Estancia News. The
would make an exception, he said, in that there
is In Washington no monu who, for expediency s sake, appiauu
said that every cl.ar.o had committee is now hard at work
ases of the president of the United ment to Lincoln
worthy of the name. his stir.d. jiilniit tliev are unable to beer auswt.id to the etiti e
.States, the members of the president
an interesting program of mn
In front of the old city hall there is a
of the t'M'Mo conimittc", mid hb
unil.rstand how he is able to feel the
cabinet, and senators and representa- statue
recitations, short speeches anu
ugli- panps
-monstrous
which
is
its
in
i
followed,
question
ro.fiitna
:.
promptly
pro
over
the
in hidden characters." "George" and
of cor.scieT.ee
tives. Other amendments offered
ness. In Lincoln park, a mile or more- of i ril'.ecring
debts in Santo Domlnffo. reported that the secretary will ln ini; "Martlia" will be there, and several
losed the introduction of the thumb east of the
caplto!,
is
a
much
there
i.v,
;;;,,sr ,M.0ple whom it will be a pleas
defamat
for
asain.i
malicious
suits
screw, the rack: the boot and the more
representation
creditable
in SHOT AND KILLED
w no mane ine cii.iiges.
moke
wheel, "and any other instruments of bronze,
Ui'e to meet. Frank Dibert. agent for
subscrip
A JUNIPER LION.
:he Etory &. Clark pianos, has kindly
torture which may have been used In tion by erected bybutpopular
one
not
visitor
BY
BADLY INJURED
the Spanish inquisition or elsewhere,
consented to loan the committee
I,,..
Is In receipt of a
s It.
ever
thousand
ten
in
The
AT
PUECLO.
ENGINE
handsome new piano for the occasion
The lact that President Roosevelt men who fought
Lincoln for the letter from Joe Drew. In which the
The other nigbt Otto Menger and and this assures a good musical pro
had recommended the whipping post ptrpotuation of under
returned
just
latter
has
he
some
that
states
of
tho
union
a
Yaloenle,
Mster,
received
Mrs.
his
gram. A collection of ten cents 'ach
appeared to have been lobt sight of. the-iwith Indifferent personal suc- from a hunt In the Junipe r mountains,
nephew, a for those who attend will be made for
After members had exhausted the jws cess have been done In bronze for where h.- killed the largest lion he message stating that their Mrs.
II.
ar's,
Mr.
and
17 veai-e- l
son of
sibilllles of fun iu the subject, they all the ages, Imt to
'the benefit of the Epworth league
memory ever saw iu Arizona, says the Presproceeded to kill t lie measure by vot the nation has paid no fitting tribute. ent t Courier. It must have been a who live m Pueblo, was dangerously and every cent realized will be devot
Enterprise.
injured, says the Clayton
Ing overwhelmingly to lay It uil the
whopper, for Joe Drew has been hunt-ii- The young man went to p:i-- s in front cd to a good purpose.
table. One of the members who vot
and has of a moving engine and was caught
years,
many
lions
for
"Why
Tommy
Struck
Patterson?"
very
FARMERS OF ESTANCIA
to thus dispose of whipping post logis
his
query k.lied plenty of them, and some
Not many years ago the
lation was Mr. Ixinuworth. who Sat
VALLEY WILL HOLD CONGRESS
a tenl and badly bruised, but un.e.-- swound:!
dog
young
large
nes.
Drew's
i
V
cam
Who btruck Hilly Patterson
not considered ratal ,
are
had a
iirday be'cume President Roosevelt
Archam-lieau',. . i..
.. .:
i :ic cu
l i ue ui un' i.moi- h- .
:
i
Joe
,,n
did
as
hunt,
tin.
i..
,
,
the
ee u.
remarkable popularity. The thing has
piieauons imn, line,
his
Association. In
ev
at
has
lievelooment
dons,
Drew
which
vogue In Washington auain t d.iy. ex
hihii. ,it,.', ii iwi charge,
,l I a, u:eitie
"I mil too near matrimony Just now
to
word
from Presi
preparing
w
received
now
h.
is
has
Dre
'
rain
Who struck
Puebl !, ttie home of her nephew. In
lie said to his seat mate, "to vote for rcpt that now they ask:
chaiK-roa party of visiting hunters, accident incurred at Colorado sprintis dent Foster of the Agricultural col
I lie
answer
lommy
n"
ratters'
measure."
bucti
liny
!'ge, that J. J. Vernon, professor of
most men will give you is that Joe who ,will leave Prescott in tho mai
agriculture, will be at Estancia to ad
t'utiii .
THE ELUSIVE JOHN D.
Uailey of Texas struck him.
Demands Actual Merit System.
Key West. Feb. 19. A Standard dress the people on the subject of "Ir
The casi- - of the senator from Colo
There are several thousands of deWeil and Tree Culture
KEEP AN EYE ON HIM, GIRLS.
Oil tank steamer was sight. .1 iu the i iiMiiton
partment clerks in Washington who rado, who is suffering, his colleagues
flini.-ittPoint of View." The
alk'ge, from an Ingrowing conscience.
Lewis Medley of Morristown. was gulf tills morning. It Is believed John Km m a
find it difficult'' to sleep at night sine
date has been set for March 3, Satur
bis son, Jeff, Saturday and D. Rockefeller was aboard.
Secretary Root announced that In is still mi' of the nio.-- t absorbing, top
urogram has been ar
a
competent employes of the state dc- - ics of discussion. That the Colorado S mday. ' Wetsel." is a jolly widower,
i
Pel, lt'i l'i i. n.u
Wv
,,,i ,li.. u ho e dav willof inie
partment will have to walk the plank senator is honest in the extreme no heart whole aud fancy free, takes
I .' Rockefeller
det lare h" is given to addresses, discussions
Mr. Reot noi only one attempts to deny, but opinion is t'.lngs easy and alwavs looks upon the of John
It Is appalling!
bunting big game. The ten-K- t
to th farmer In tins ane
has in this
takes the advanced ground that efti not agn ed as to the wisdom of the bright side .f life. Whether he your
marsaal recalls that two w.eks ago! Everv one who contemplates doing
,
any of our fair ex.
citucy hs!l lie the sole test for pro- course he has pursued. Republican an .5
.
in the way of farming
sent:.Olivet correspond-- a bald tnaded man leu tne tram here anything
motion, but he goes to the extreme of senators laud his Independence, it
Miuli not
and went into the mountains w.tli a ..I,.,,, i,i alien,! the meeting. Wline h
but Mtne of those
h are loudilU. (O.) Enterprise.
iusjstlng that clerks must either do
i:ce. lUne-nrraiini'H v.v the association. It is in
hunting party. He attracted c
est In their acclaim would
the first
ftVdeni work or lone, their Jobs.
a'lention by flashing a '..iivy uo wise to be taken as for the mem
Si,
measures
crib
for The Citizen and get
Mr. Root professes to be unable to to udvexate disciplinary
u.PJ siv i,n for all who will a'tend
roll of big bills.
government wern H u republican senator m ho liuu
why
the
us.
understand
fifty-nint-

Gen. Pass. Agent.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

Vi

DENVER

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE
'Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickset Una from
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and west Tlma aa quick
and ratea at low aa by other lines.
PULLMAN
DININQ
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

h

s

e

over-ridde-

EUROPE

NAVIES

THE

h.

ARE

ITS

TRADE

CETTERS

rough-and-tumbl- e

C 4

R. STILES

V.

General Agent.

on all through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.
For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply t

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
an

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the EI Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
s. B. ORIMSHAW.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J. P. LYNG.
A. L. GRIM SHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. AgL
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.
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Cheap Rate
California

j
,

n

niui-n:t-continua-

Aci-oiuiii-

j

mi'n-r.f.w.-

1

Russo-Japanes-

e

pro-Dose- d

-

d

sa:i.-tac-:n- n

-

they don't mind much how. An easier way
now obtained by farming. Tho alchemy
or nature converts the oranges, lemons, olives, grapes, wheat, alfalfa
and other products of the soil into good clothes, comfortable residences,
and assuring bank accounts. 'Tis boing done every day In California.
Wouldn't it pay you to inquire Into this? Better yet, why not go there?
Californians

raise

gold

las been found than that. It is

only

yj)y)

From Albuquerque to almost all points in California and to many places
in Arizona. Liberal stop over privileges.
On sale daily, February 15 to April 7. 19"C. Tourist sleepers daily
on fast trains. Harvey roeals
T. E. PURDY, Agent,
For particulars, apply to
Tho Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co., Albuquerque, N. M.

D. 5

r.g. system

.SANTA

tt

BRANCH...

Effective December

Westbound.

Eastbound.
No. 426.

0, 1905

Stations.

No. 425.

m--

I

Liue-oln'-

s

son-in-la-

.

....

t.i-,-

--

i

11:00 a m Lv. ?anta Fe Ar. 3:30pm
Espauola
1:26 p m
12:51 p m
12:20 p m
Embtido
2:11 pin
11:30 p in
Harranca
3:00 p in
10:29 p tn
Servilkta
4:02 p m
10:00p ni
4:32 p m
Ties Pledras
S: 10 p in
Antonilo
0:45 p m
am
8:30 p m
Alamosa
11:05 p m
Pueblo
3:00 a m
9:40 p m
Colo. Sprines
4:35 a in
7:00 p iu
7:30 am Ar. Denver Lv

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
(In effect November 12, 1903.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
departs
b:25 a. m.
h. iu.,
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. ra., departs 12:0: a. in.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives C:45 p. m-- , departs
7:45 p. in.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
G:50 a. m-- departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. in., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7. Mexico &. California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. in., departs 11:59.
No. 9, Fast Mall, arrives 11:33 p. m- Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
,

p. in.

Local freight train, No. 99, southTrains stop at Embudo for dinner,
bound, departs at 5 a. ni.. and carwhere good meals are served.
ries passengers.
Arrives From South.
Connections.
At Antouito, for Durango, Silvertoi No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
a.
,1
rn.
an
.nl,f
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and Xo- - 10 niakes all lccal stops east oi
Albuoueraue.
intermediate points, via either the
standard gause lir.o via La veta Pass No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No.
or the narrow gaut;o via Salida. making tho entire trip in daylight and No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
Also for all points on the All trains dally.
GORGE.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
Creed branch.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A..
Paris, Feb. 19. Deteetives report
Denver, Colo.
that John D. Rockefeller has been
and conA. R. HARNEY, Traveling Fredsht seen around the liou'.eva-nlcert halia.
nd Pasatuger Aent.
Inrui-nial'ii- ii

EVENING

A3JIU-3UKHCJU-

MONDAY. FEBRUARY 19, 1906.

ONLY

A

It w niovlni? out of the Haton yards
at 3 o'clock Friday aftern,in, slipped
and foil under tho train, the wheels
of several cars passing over his left
Ipr, crushing It off below the knee.
He was taken to tho office of lira.
Shuler and Hart, where the wound was
dressed, after which he vvns sent to
the rnmtmny's hospital at l.ns Vcrss,

FEW DAYS AND

ONLY A

FEWiFlECES
LEFT

CITIZEN.
THIRD STREET

Meat Market

Atliey

was called to

out with Conduct r Went and Is supposed to have taken Conductor Georne
lirown's train for hip.
It Is said thnt At hey lost his wife
and several children in the Ualvrston
flood several years aeo.

Better take advantage of this
great Carpet and Rug Sale. A few
real bargaino left that will be cut
closer to close out by Saturday.

roils

D. EMMONS
viaaucx.

X"
I

MOVE TO SHIT OUT
SOUTHERN PACIFIC
GOULD PEOPLE READY TO BEGIN
BUILDING
THE

EXTENSION

Hi

FOR ANOTHER OUTLET FOR BIG
COAL FIELDS.

'J

Ml
yam

Here is the tragedy of a country town.
The man who feeds the big stove In the general store at Visalm
lays $1.40 per ion freight on the coal lie gets from Jellico, Tenn.
'his pocketbook gets, but he thinks
His heart is heavy at the
he has company In his sorrow, and the thought helps him bear up.
He supposes that Cuvington, fourteen milts further on, in the same
county, has to pay an even hlg'her rate on its coal from jellico.
Not so. This Is where the railroads give the Vlsalla man the hal ha I
The rate to Covington Is only 90 cents.
In other words, they tax the Visalia man 50 cents more to throw off
a
of coal as the train goes by.
The fact that Covington can get river coal and Visnlia can't has nothing
to do with the case.
set-bac-

Oh, no.

Kooooeoooooooooo

RAILROAD TOPICS
It is rumored at Raton that Frank Santa Fe is THE line to and from the
Somers will be the new trainmantcr Pacific, coast." As Mr. Garfield is a
very conservative man and an official
n the Raton division.
m
m
w
who has been with the Erie company
H. S. I.utz, agent for the Santa Ke most of his life, during which time he
railroad at. Santa Fe, spent yesterday has traveled extensively, what he said
In the city with his family. He re- naturally carried with, it considerable
turned to the Ancient City this morn force.
ing.
The territory under the supervision
m
of Mr. Garfield is the most important
The Santa Fo mechanical depart- on the whole Erie system.
ment wilt continue to manage tho
He was very much pleased with AlVan Hotiien coal run for the St. I..., buquerque, and except from its excelfus
R. M. and P. railroad, until some
lent climatic conditions, could see
ture time.
in which some of the stick east"bergs" had it beat. "You have a
Robert Purdv. who is in the hos- - ern
fine place here. It is really the only
pital at l.a Junta, suffering with an place
between Kansas City and Los
In
I Witl o
111 J II r "I
yviiLi.3 iw
UtT ,
Angeles."
Raton that he is Improving nicely,
and expects to ne nome soon.
ROCK ISLAND WILL
.1. A. Davis,
general service InspecCREATE FOUR DIVISIONS.
tor for the Pullman ccinpany. with It became known at. Topeka that
headquarters at C'nicago, is in the city, the Rock Island & Pacific Railway
the guest of P. If. Rhodes, superintend- company would be compelled to create
ent of the Pullman service on the four divisions on the El Paso branch
where three now exist. The line runs
Santa Fo.
from Harrington. Kan., to Santa Rosa.
Porter Whitlock. who was en route N. M., tho first division ending at
to Michigan, stopped off at Raton, the Hucklin, Kan., the second nt Dalhart,
other day, between Nos. 2 and 4, to Tex., and the third at Santa Rosa. G75
visit his brother, George. He has been miles away. Tho wear and tear upon
employed In the Santa Fe shops in the long runs (if both machinery und
that city, for the past two years.
employes makes the new project
necessary. It means that new divisWliile switching at track 71, the ion points will
be required, but the
crew
Haton,
morning,
near
the
other
company refuses to state what towns
hard,
too
cars
couple
coal
of
a
hit
will take the place of Hucklin and
causing them to double up like a Dalhart.
jack-knifbreaking up t.he cars and
blocking traffic on the main line for
CRUSHED HIS LEG
several hours.
few-way-

1

e,

I

Announcement was made in Denver
last Friday that the Rio Grande had
completed its plans for the extension
of tho Durango-Silverto- n
branch to
Wason, a distance of 123 miles,
where it will connect with the Creede
line and give the system a new outlet to Pueblo, via Del Norte, Alamosa
and Welsenburg, says the Rocky
Mountain News.
This Is the first move on the part
of the Gould line to open active hos
tilities against Harrintan's Southern
Pacific project of building from Clif
ton, Ariz., to Pueblo, through the New
Mexican, also Durango ceial fields.
The Southern Pacific is already push- ings Its Colorado line through west
ern New Mexico and beading for Durango. The Rio Grande's Durango
bnuich has been extended to Farming-toN. M., and is in operation, tapping the immense coal fields in that
section.
With the advantage of being first
in the territory in question, and in
order to steure a more direct and
shorter route to Pueblo and Denver,
the Gould people believe they will be
able, by building the gap between
Silvorton and Wason, to shut out the
Southern Pacific, if not entirely, then
partially, from building the proposed
Colorado extension, according to reportThe territory that is being
fought over contains inexhaustible de
posits of coal.
Harriman, through agents, has already liought up largo tracts of coal
lands in the Durango and Farmington
coal regions, with the intention of
invading and developing that section.
Gould has also gobbled up large tracts
there for the same purpose, and incidentally, it is said, to keep the
Southern Pacific out of Colorado.
Information is that the Rio Oramle
people have planned to begin active
building from Silverton to Wason
within thirty days. It is understood
that all arangements have been made
for tho rails and timber and other
things necessary for the construction.
The gap has already been surveyed.
Denver officials give out no information as to what they- - plans are1, nor
will they talk about tho extension
n,

now.

General Manager A. C. Ridgeway of
years in t lie southern part or the
the Rio Grande has spent nearly two
state. It is said that he was down
in that section looking over the extension and closing up the plans for
building. He is an expert on railway
const met ion and is said to have solved
many problems in connection with the
new lino that were at first knotty.
However, he worked them out. successfully, and is now ready to commence the actual building of the new
extension. Mr. Ridgeway will not talk
of the new line at this tim.

O.

cut-off-

I

A. H. Stiekney. president of the Chicago (Jreat Western railroad, who was
in the city on February n. accompanied by his family, passed through this
morning, returning ro Chicago from ;i
pleasure trip t.i California. Mr. Stiekney is one of the few railroad magnates of the I'nited Sialcs who favors
legislative rale regulation. He favors
regulation by a commission of seven
members, four to be appointed by tin
I'niW'il Kmttw unit
preside!!' or in
111
lee to b selected by the railroads.1

Located on the Been

I!

OFF

ROUTE HOME
CIFIC COAST.

SATURDAY.
FROM THE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

In 1882

F. G. PRATT &TCO.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. lUekin & Co.'s Coffees.
bodenV Granite Flour.

Im

FOUND AT LAST

i

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
Sheriff Perfecto Armijo continues to
improve and his recovery now seems
an assured thing.
There are still several bad mud
holes In the street but they are fast
drying out and with this kind of
weather will soon be In decent shape
again.
W. ,T. Holmes has filed In probate
court notices locating lx-aKing and
Eureka claims which are situated in
Tijeras canyon, about one and a half
miles north of Carpenter Post.
i
uin ... n.i. n Mtxr in hi rt Aini'i
T::wnsend, proprietors of one of the:
leading club bouses of Santa Fe, re-- ;
turned to tho Ancient City this nwrn-Ing- .
after a short visit to Albuquerque.
The J. A. Weinman residence on Copper avenue, opposite the city park, is
fast nearing completion, and when
,
u.. IllVint
flntuhrt.t
nn. in
....... i.ii, it
..f ult
ii, n in w uuu
handsome residences in that portion
of the city.
Dr. D. H. Cams' now residence of
cement, blocks, on West Gold avenue
between Sixth and Seventh streets !s
rapidly being completed and will be
"a thing of beauty and a Jay forever" when finished.
Stephen Easton, of Bernalillo, formerly a member of troop K. Rough
Riders,
In Santa Fe yesterday
and will try for a place as range rider
on tho Jetnes forest reserve. He has
secured a number of endorsements
from well known men.
J. P. Harris, of Paducah, Ky., who
was In Santa Fe the other day, is In
this city today, and may remain a
few days. He will find, on a little Investigation, a number of ex Paducah
citizens- - h;re, and they will extend to
Mr. Harris a cordial greeting.
Charles Mainz, deputy sherlfT
at
Isleta. was In tho city Friday evening,
home on No. 1. Tho territory of Otllcer Main?, is regarded by
officers of the law as being tho most,
dangerous in this section frequented
as it is by the toughtwt of the tough.
Ofllcer Mainz preserves order, however, and never backs up In making

HUHboro creamery Butter

Best on

Eann.

j

Orders Solicited.
214 South iseeona Street.

Free Delivery

'

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

COCX3CXXXXXXX3CXXXX)CXXXX)
"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS?
Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor of a fine horse or
team see to It that their equipment
In keeping with their worth. We bate

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phones

A, D.

JOHNSON

1

General Contractor

a reputation for turning out harness
which bears critical Inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation.
At to the
latter, we will be glad to quote yos
cost any time you ask It. Please ask.

House moving, well making, water
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind
mills. Irrigating plants a specialty.
Ranch deep well supplies.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

Lead Avenue and First Street.
Automatic

Phone

Colorado

308;
Red 131.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
General Building Supplies

,

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

IT IS NOW TIME FOR YOU TO

PRESERVE

Rp

w&rro

darn by
t ailur-mad-

wiring

THINK ABOUT PLEASURE

It

and you should look over our very
large new stock of the latest style Car
rlages, Buggies, Driving Road Wagons,
'
etc., Saddles and Harness.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOW.

mr,

V0UR HEALTH
and enjoy the cold,
,

portoct-tHliug-

Frost King

tr Frost

Don't Deceive Yourself.
Don't deceive yourself. If you have
indigestion take Kodol
Dyspepsia
Cure. It will relieve you. Rev. W. E.
riocutt. Mouth Mills, N. C, Fays: "
was troubled with indigestion for sev
cral years; whatever I nte seemed to
cause heartburn, sour stomach, fluttering of my heart, and general depression of mind and body. My drug
gist recommended Kodol, and it has
relieved me. I can now eat anything
and sleep soundly at night." Kodo
digests what you eat, makes the
stomach sweet. Palatable, strength
eninK and affords quick relief. Soldi
by all druggists.

Queen

Everybody Invited to Look Through
Our Large Three Floor Repository.

Made of chamois, rolnforeod
with Annuel light, oftandoom-fortubl-

Like

wrythlnt

J. KORBER

In thla

torn, thmte vott are Roarantoed
to give entire sat isfuction.
Prlee, tt.00
t

Cevitonv

FRONT STORE.
Railroad Ave.
Both phones.

C)OC)OCOCXXOOOOCCOOOOCOOO

The Best Place to Eat

Pollock's

Restaurant
a

COKE

MEN AND WOMEN.

-

Ton

MILL

Both 'Phones:

matic,

aoococxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

WE GIVE

You best satisfaction

r:nlw.

or wut ir plain wrappr,
I'V
rrftaul, lof
or 3 l.ottl' i
t) imfvr9.
t tr ulf at m tiu

GOTH 'PHONES

ULlmW

'

csunatw

innnnii
nino HtCDV sun
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rnrnoi

Rflrnnd

and

f a mil oft A
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E. WALKER,

Am

T3

FIRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. C. Haldridge's
yard.

M.

mmrrmtt,

C. GRANNIS, Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. m
H
Day and Night Hack.
Mexico. J
Albuquerque,
New
XXXXXXTXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

N. PEACH & CO.

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds of Fresh Meat
Automatic 'phone, 6S!. Office, 2uHr
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wsa-lngtoWest Gold Avenue.
Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

W.J "533
.mmirrzi
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of The Atchison, Topeka

Gut-o- ff

&

Santa F'e Railway

Ot 1,000 bubluets stid residence lots, size 20x142 feet, laid out wiiq broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old sbade trees; publls school bouse, coating $16,000; churches, Commercial club; a population ot 1,500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; tbe Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and bay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In tbe near future cannot be estimated.
70-fo-

-

Fred II. tlai fn'ld, of .laiuestown, N.
passenger agent of the
Erie Railroad company, was in Albu- querque Saturday en route home with
Mrs. Cartleld from an extensive Jour
ney through California. Mr. (iarfleld:
was met. at the depot ly a reporter
from The Kvciiing Citizen.
trip.'" the,
"1 have tnjoyed a
ai.l. "The Santa,
genial Erie
Fe Is an excellt nt system and I have!
with It. 1 lie
I.een more than plea.-e- d
oars are han.Uom. ly equipped an:
the service fir: class in every particu
lar. Of eourse. the Erie U a notrh
higher, tint eliminaiing llie Erie from
the conversation, which it in imixissi-Jblto excel, 1 ilim'y l.ilievc thai the

ALL

Y., division

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

FAST LIMITED

Tbe lots offered are

In

the center of the city, well graded, (msny ot them Improved by cultivation)
harness shop, etc, etc. Also a first-clas- s
modern hotel.

;

GO OVER

no Band or gravel,

THE MAIN LINE THROUOH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need

ffrst-clas-

bakery, tailor sbop, shoe bouse, Jeweler, plumbing sbos. planing mill.

s

coal and wood yard, drug store,

'

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICE8. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

DEEDS.
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JOHN BECKER. President"
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WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
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FEED STABLES
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Colo., Red 284; Auto-

671.

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL

WOOD

W.H.Hahn&Co
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work.

KINDLING

Cm Rig U for unnatural
la I to 1 47v
di' har iCH.,Dfianio)fttioD.
Unftrol.
In in Hanoi) or ulceratiutit
t tutelar.
jf mucgai niuinbrHiiAi.
fttid not aitna
Evans
Co.
kmi-- u
or

n

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

a

$6.00 Per

MEXICO.

.

n

e

NEW

that our

BLUE
117 W.

& CO.,

WE ARE LED TO BELIEVE
plumbing work and our
charges therefor are giving eminent
Katisfactlon. If we haven't had the
pleasure of doing anything in that line
'
for you, theBo few words seek your
patronage. You'll not regret turning
your work our way.

Drug Co.

The Williams

OPENED IN TENNESSEE.
120 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Nashville, Feb. 17. The superior OOOOOCOOOOCIOOOCXXXXXOCICOCW
court today declared the
anti-ractruck liettiiiK hill unconstierr 01
Tort
tutional. If there are no intervening
steps taken by those favoring tho bill, Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
the decision means that, horse raclup
Uraln and Fuel.
will be resumed in Tennessee this Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
spring.
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
Rough Hands Made Smooth.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
A man who once had rough, horny
handa made them as smooth andl234
hands made them soft and smooth (JOCXXlOCCOCOOCXDCiOOOOOOCOCO
with Witch Hazel Salve, but he used
Cerrllio
American Block
the genuine that bearing the name
"E. C. lie Witt & Co., Chicago." For
Fores, boils, cuts, burns, bruises, etc.,
it has no equal, and affords almo3t immediate relief from blind, bleeding,
itching and protruding piles. Sold by
all druggists.

jaBSmV.

ALBUQUERQUE,

For 8alb Bt

RACE TRACKS WILL BE

S!SSJt

CO.
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Chamois Vest

UMgLitB

OF P.

CLARKVILLK PRODUCE CO

arrest.

RIce-LlRo-

Wagons"
Red
BACK
O.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

a

CV.

an

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We tare added to our si
ready well equipped laundery a machine wKh which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other lsundrles shrink them, bripg tbem to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Towasite

EN
PA-

Established

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

AGENT JN ALBUQUERQUE

,

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

ERIE'S DIVISION PASSENGER

STOPPED

HO

,25DR. '50
EARL S. SLOAN

The Bet Physic.
When you want a physic that it mild PiF it
In effect, take Chamberlain's Stomach
Santa
and Liver Tablets.
Price 23 cents. 7Vie
city this morning en route from his
llrakeman Harry I Attiey, of Con- Every box warranted. Get a free sam- - VeiNCiNiTi,o
office at IK'len to Willard. Mr. Uck ductor Wernz's crew,
while attempt- and gentle, easy to take and pleasant
Kays that trains may be running be- ing to get' on an eastbound freight
as pie at any drug store and try them.
tween Helen and Willard by June, and
they may not.
' 'LUaJSUP
In securing revenge upon Charles
ISSSJSSP
52523' 'HlfUiais
Main, special officer of the Santa Fe
wsxrras,
.
nysTtn
cvn?K.
rfmanh,
at Isleta, who drove them away from
several cars loaded with coal, a gang
of IioIhhs later descended Uon the
private coal supply of the officer at
his home, escaping with every chunk.
They have not been apprehended.
Ijock,
one of the civil engineers in charge of the work on the HENRY L. ATHEY FALLS UNDER
TRAIN AND LOSES A LEG.
.
passed through the
Fe
H.

ANt

Leather, Harnens, Saddles, Lap
Robes,
Horce Blankets. Etc. Pal
metto Roof Taint; lasts five years and
stops leak. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
U)9
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

O 1.00.

The Santa Fe. Raton & Des Moines
railroad has been served with a
Injunction, issued by Judge
Mills, at l.as Vegas, at the Instance
of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railway company.
Tho Injunction restrains the Santa
Fe. Raton & Des Moitn's from Interfering with the proposed right of way
of the St. lxmis. Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railway company.
The matter will be argued lx'fore
Judge William J. Mills at Las Vegas,
Saturday, February 24th. Hon. John
Morrow of Raton and Judge Jesse O.
Northcutt of Trinidad will represe-n- t
the Santa Fe, Raton & IXs Moines
railroad. Hon. Jerry Lahey of Raton
and Chas. Spiess of Ijis Vegas will
represent the St. tyouis. Rocky Mountain & Pacific railwav.
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FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES

v

V

VARNISHES
BRUSHES.

All DruMists

SATURDAY.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE.
West End of
Cor. Ceal Ave. and Second St. Bath Phones.

OILS,

The Reliable
FAMILY REMEDY!

WILL BE ARGUED BEFORE JUDGE
MILLS AT LAS VEGAS ON THIS

Wholesale Grocers

Thos. F. Kclchcr
PAtNTS,

MM

SERVtD

INJUNCTION

J.

so

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Frs.h and Salt Meats.
Steam Siusngs Factory,
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street
All Kindt of

on No. 9.

I?rakmari

PAGE 8 EVEN.
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PACE EIGHT.

ALliUOUEHOUE

JrffEia
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SHOES

AT

REASONABLE

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 19W.

Dr. John F. Peftrcp of this city, left
PAY FOR IT
last night for the Pass City, to hold
a consultation with EI Pasj physicians
as to what course of treatment would Out of one day's Imslntss. A comprove most beneficial to the invalid. plete shooting gallery, consisting of
three Winchester guns, target a 1 400
John Cornetto. proprietor of cartridges, He. Will
be sold at one-the Vendome saloon, refused a Santa

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

third cost if taken at once.

Metealf's

Fe lelfgraph operator a drink unless office, 321 West
Gold avenue.
he produced the necessary wherewithal
a rough and
tumble fight ensued,
BRIGHT, CLEAN STRAW.
which culminated In both men crashKANSAS HAY.
Generally fair tonight and Tuesday. ing through
a window next door t the
NATIVE HAY.
saloon, and both receiving several
ALFALFA.
spots.
sore
lleorRe V. Albright, tne assessor, re- brutsfs and
E. W. FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND ST.
There Is now a belief prevalent that
turned in Albuquerque last nlnht from
Come to the Banquet of States toa brief business trii to Santa Ke.
Frank Johnson, the alleged newspaper
Morey Field ot morrow, evening, and hear tho eagle
swindled
P. P. Martinez, a barber of Gallup. man who
$30 by Inducing Field scream. From Mt. Desert to the GoldIs here n a visit to relative
ami this city, out of
is E. J. en Gate, from the Lone Star to the
friends, lie will return In a few to indorse a forged check, journalist,
Great Utkes, we greet you; even our
Uiwler, a former El Paso
days.
description he closely tallies altna mater, England, brings her salwhose
Mr. und Mrs. J. H. Itut herford went with
and that the Johnson arrested at utations. A good supper and a hearty
to Santa Fe this morning to spent sev Penson,
enlaugh. Tickets may be obtained at
Ariz., is another party
eral days, Mr. Rutherford sellliiR life tirely, lie this as It may, a photo- Mat son's,
insurance and Mrs. Rutherford to graph which The Evening Citizen reo
visit friends.
Don't forget the "Mysterious Tea"
ceived with Its report of the B(nson
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Perry, of S'nel- arrest resembled
very closely the at Mrs. Hlckey's. 115 North
byvllle. Ky., who have been here the Frank Johnson who cperaled here.
tutreet. tomorrow nftnrtw
past two months, will leave tomorrow
are cooking for sale.
Film
Flams
Albuquerque
The
morning for Colorado Springs, wnere getting up a reputation as base ball
they will remain a few months.
BROTHERHOOD OF RAILWAY
players. Yesterday afternoon they
The regular meeting of the city met the l!amlooziers from the rail- TRAINMEN'S BALL AT ELKS HALL,
council will be held tonight it a road shops, and the latter were nefeat-e- FEB. 22. GRAND MARCH AT 8:30.
quorum can be secured, which Is
by the score of 23 to 0. Fred
INTERNATIONAL
POULTRY
doubtful, as Aldermen Ifeld, Isher-woo- Anaya, Jr., Is the captain and pitcher FOOD
AND
and Harrison are out of tho city. of the Film Flams, and It Is said he STOCK FOOD. E.INTERNATIONAL
W. FEE, 620
Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Swltzer are re- has a ball when it leaves his dirty lit- SOUTH SECOND STREET.
ceiving congratulations today on ac- tle hand that curves all around the
count of tho arrival at their homo at. neck of the batter, never touching the
1 o'clock this morning, of a fine baby-boy- catcher, but conies right back to the
Mother and child are doing pitcher. He used the ball yesterday
afternoon, anil not a Bam boozier made
nicely.
At 10:43 o'clock ihis morning, an a hit of any kind.
T. E. Ciargnn. grand knight of the
alarm of fire called the department
to the residence of O.' N. Mamn, Knights of Columbus, and locai mana
523 Kelehor avenue.
A chimney on ger of the Western Union Telegraph
No company of this city, left Saturday
the residence was burning out.
night for the City of Mexico, in
damage was done.
with several other knights, to
A number
of Albuquerque young
attend the ceremonies Incident to the
lwople attended a party given at
on Saturday evening by Misses establishing of the first branch of the
Agnes and Dora Sals. Dancing and order outside of the United States.
refreshments included the entertain New lodges will also be installed at
Austin and El Paso, Texas, by the
ment of the affair.
party
Ve party, en route to Mexico. The
Colonel R. E. Twltchell,
DAY AND WEATHER.

TRICES

are the best
values obtainable for the price and
we want It distinctly understood that
The Shoes we advertise

you can Implicitly rely on what we
say. Some of our shoes probably will
go wrong, but all we ask In such a
case Is to be Informed so we can

make a satisfactory settlement

-

MEN'S DRESS SHOES FROM.
MEN'S WORK SHOES FROM
WOMEN'S SHOES FROM
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES OND SLIPPERS FROM
BOYS' SHOES FROM
GIRLS' SHOES FROM
BABIES' SHOES FROM

$2.50
$1.65
$1.35
$1.10
$1.25
$1.00
$ .50

to
to
to
to

$4.00
$3.00
$4.00
$3.50
to $2.25
to $2.25
to $1.25

New Goods

'(J

Deing constantly

received, which

Insures our customers receiving? perfectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
them at
prices.
k

Shirts From the World's Best Makers

Ranging in Price from 75c to $1.25
We also place on sale this week The New
Spring Tiger Hat in a host of new styles, $3

T.

Stioss

Douglas

Spring

Spring

$3.50

Knox Hals

$5.00

SIMON OTERM
Railroad Ave mm e Clothier

"Ch

oooooooooo
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SEED

ALFALFA

Smoked Meats

CAR JUST UNLOADED.

F. F. TROTTER

The

whites, and blacks and white combinations!

d

the I.as
gas attorney, was in the city today Includes a number of Denver and Pubis abtalking up the fiprlng racing meet. eblo knights, also. During
Albuquerque
sence,
Billy
Keleher,
an
great
Mr. Twltchell Is a
horse race
has been developed into a
promoter and Is anxious to see Albu product, who
first class operator, will have tempor
querque and Las Vegas secure dates. ary
charge of the local office.
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St
Judge Frank W. Parker, of the Third
judicial
through
passed
the
district,
BS.sW.S.BsWSl.B.sW.W city
It Is easy traveling if your feet are
this morning en route to "nis headIn our shoes. Feet that are not
quarters at l.as Cruces to Santa Fe, clad
Irritated by shoes that chafe and bind
occupied
several
will
where he
be
get tired. Keep your feet In
Y . Maynard
Geo. W. Hfckox
days finishing up his supremo court can't
good condition by wearing good shoes
business.
and you will be able to take all the
Dr. O. W. Harrison and Attorney W. exercise you want. All kinds of shoes
Hickox-Mayna- rd
H. Childers left last night for
for all kinds of feet. Ixw. medium,
Vegas to attend to Bnme legal busi- or high heels, light or heavy soles.
ness which will come up for hearing Prices low, quality- invariably high.
today before Judge Mills, of the Fourth C. May's Shoe Store. 314 West RailNEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
district court.
road avenue.
T. O. Egan, the auditor of the State
I,lfe Insurance company of Indianapo- DRIVES AND WALKS
JT ISTHE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
lis, Ind., is In the city, and was introTHE BEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL DETHROUGHOUT THE CITY
duced at The Evening Citizen office
by U W. Galles. Mr. Eagan will rePARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICAx
main in the city for a few days.
Yesterday was such a delightful
Charles Relnken, of the John Becker day one of New Mexico's best winTIONS. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
crmpany of Helen, was in the city ter days that many people availed
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
yesttrday for the day, continuing on themselves of long walks 011 the mesa,
to Manitowoc, Wis., iiis former home, while others took drives throughout
from where he will go to Chicago for the city and also on the mesa.
The Terrace addition, company, levThe Arch Front
a visit, returning to New Mexico in
South Second Street
eling off the rough places and preMarch.
Owing to the rear left wheel on a paring the way for some beautiful
Springer transfer wagon falling off to- residence lots on. the mesa south of
day Mhlle the heavily loaded wagon the University, have enclosed six
was on the street car tracks, .traffic acres for park purposes, and 25U
on the Second street and Gold avenue young shade trees have just been
part of the line was delayed for a planted. Manager Stamm says several hundred more trees will be set
short time.
out soon along- the streets of the
Thomas Hall wishes It understood adtltion, and then, when a little more
that tho report published to the ef- leveling of hills has been accomfect that he was not a resident' of plished, lots will be placed on the
Albuquerque, was Incorrect.
"I am market for sale, due nnnouncemeuf.
still a resident of the city, and prob- of which will be made in Tho Evenably will bo for pjine years to come," ing Citizen.
said Mr. Hall.
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
The Jiesa 'Act icuitural Park Assov
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Gunsul will ciation recently purchasers of the J.
healthy and wholesome. Cboe elates and
purest
of
the
the
at111.,
tonlg'nt
E.
leave
for Galeslmrg,
to
Elder nie.su place, contemplate
purt.
tend the funeral ceremonies of Mrs. big Improvements shortly, and these
Gunsul's mother, Mrs. J. T. Clark, may be pushed so as to get all details
who died early Sunday morning from in such stripe as to give spring races.
pneumonia. She was 74 years of age
Many hundreds of new buildings,
J, H. O'RIELLY GO, Druggists
Barneit Building
some about completed, others partly,
at tlie time cf her demise.
A number of the churches yester- and foundations for others, now ornday rendered excellent musical pro- ament lots recently vacant, and evigrams in connection with their serv- dences of prosperity are seen in an
ices. A good choir is as good a draw- hour's drive in all sections of the
ing card as a good preacher, and good city.
music will reach ihe soul as quickly
MORTUARY.
us a good sermon.
An old man overcome by excessive
indulgenco in intoxicants, sat down
Mabel B. Tinker.
In front of Zeiger's cafe to sleep some
Miss Mabel B. Tinker, the "o year-olof it off. when Officer Kennedy came
daughter of Frank H. Tinker, of
,
along.
The officer tried to start the
Ind.. died in this ellv last nliht
old fellow homeward, but in vain, so; at K:3 o'clock at their heme in the
he
was
tr
off
city
carted
reingtr- Highlands. The young lady, wno
the
Mail
Filled.
aior.
prior to her fatal illness, was a beau
V. C. Pesler, who
was at Gallup tit'ul specimen of young woniannood,
filling a temporary vacancy as freight was a sufferer from tuberculosis and
clerk for the Santa Fe, and who baa had been in this city for the benefit
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO.
been here the past few days, will of her health. The remains will be
leave tonielit for Kansna OHtv. where shipped to Peru tonight on No. ti, the
N. M.
he will accept a position on the rep- lather accompanying the body.
ortorlal staff of the Kansas City
World.
Mrs. Ellenberger.
Mrs.
ICllenberger,
aged til years,
The band concert ac Traction Park
THE
yesterday afternoon attracted a large whr. has made Jier home in Albuquerque
for some two years or more, ttieit
number of Albuquerqueans to the Old
Town resort, and the cars of the yesterday afternoon at 1 o'clock from
Traction company were crowded to advanced age and a com pf nation ol
apacitv on each trip. The program diseases, from which she had long
RAILROAD AVE.
rendered was an excellent one and de been a sufferer. The funeral will take
place t.iis afternoon from Ilorders
lighted those who heard it.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We invite
A telegram
received yesterday from chapil, and interment will be in Fair-hilcemetery.
ot
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
Kl I'aso announced the condition
Samuel Scliutz as being worse, and
The boy's "Try-Meclub of the
Presbyterian Sunday school, will give
an annual social in the public library
building Tuesday, February 0. The
boys have entire charge or the evening's entertainment,
plenty of fun is
promised those in attendance. Come
and see what boys can do. Admission,
twenty live cents. Proceeds to apply
on the new church.
bed-roc-

First Display for 1906, this week, showing a
wonderful assortment of new color designs

witr

ccm-pan-

are

Beautiful Spring Shirts

J
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RELIABLE

EVENING CITIZEN

Lach-Schlnke-

Strictly No.

L. B,

Fancy

1

Seed

n

Westfalien Ham
Gothaer Cervalat
Braun. Leberwurst
Sardellen Cervelat

Ham Sausage

Tongue Sausage
Pork Sausage
Smoked Tongues
Salami

Frankfurters

Goose Breasts

PUTNEY

Go.

We have the agency of the famous USINGER SAUSAGE and
Smoked Meats. These goods are equal, if not better, than those
made in the Old Country. If you want the best, insist on the
"USINGER BRAND." Fresh shipments received weekly.
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HTHE WORLD'S BEST."

X

IN

Whitman's Candies
bon-bon-

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote

L&mke?.
Roofing.

mi

EVEF

Albuquerque,

Diamond

i

i

-

"

Mr

8.

Cooynant 1906

Kupptnn.mr &

1

Witt

Co.

19
Gold,

OUR EASTERN BUYER HAS JUST SENT US
A FINE LINE OF TOP COATS AND CRAVAN-ETT- E
COATS. THESE WERE BOUGHT CHEAP
AND ARE WORTH REGULARLY $16.50 to

HAVE DECIDED TO SELL THEM
AT $12.50 AND $15.00
4.
4.
4.

$20--W-

E

DON'T DELAY

401-40- 3

"Write (or Wholesale Trices on Plows and Other Farm

f

CALL AT ONCE

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

IV THE

A

i

CITY

Second Btreet, between Railroad and
Copper avonnes.

watches, rings and general - Jewelry stock, at
bargain rates.
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES "AT LOW PRICES.

HENRY YANOW, tho Pawn Broker
114

FIRST CLASS TABLE BOARD AND
NICE CLEAN
ROOMS, $5.50 PER
WEEK, FOR CASH ONLY.
315
SOUTH FIRST STREET.

IE!

clP

Private entrance

"

on side

street.

WEST RAILROAD

AVENUE.
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HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

I C

A

Money to Loan
DIM

All sizes and values;

CORDOVA RESTAURANT

Tuesday evening, at 8 o'clock.' Cards
M
and refreshments. Admission "T.e.
The In tare at the M. K. church next 5
Thursday evening is for the benefit of
the local post G. A. It. The post has K
many
alls ujKin it for charity work, M
and while f,r fifty cents you will enjoy a fare treat, you will at the same M
time be helping the Grand Army of

F. MYERS

Proprietors

M

RETAIL 5

WM. McINTOSH

Auto. Phone 185

Colo. Phone 197

J

i

the-

Republic.

M

4

FLORAL
PIECES
Wht

need of designs ,ir ",c
call on us and we'll show
you what we can do and tell you
h w n ciderate the cost.
!i

IVES, rHE
J19

H
M
M

in

tasion.-.--

122
S. Second

TURNOUTS

,

oooooooooo oexooooc

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

BEST

2

TmplrY,"nf'8

The largest stock west of Kansas City.

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exchangee.

LIGHT WEIGHT OVERCOATS

The Catholic ladies' Aid society
will give their tea at St. Mary's hail,

WHITNEY COMPANY!

South First Street
North First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.

17

$

Palace

l

lit

113-115-1-

lY-l'li-

Orders Promptly

First and Marquette,

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

T

WEST 8ANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phono, 718.

IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
selling them out at actual cost.

ffVjOlV

f
INSPECT

AND
CALL the
Southwest.

We are

?

the largest stock of Stoves and Ranges

H

Li

IS

213 VJesi Railroad Ave.

M

h

A

